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   ABSTRACT 

Minimally invasive endovascular image guided intervention (EIGI) is the preferred 

treatment procedure for stroke and allied vascular diseases. To achieve better treatment accuracy 

and efficacy, an imaging detector with higher performance in terms of spatio-temporal resolution 

and sensitivity is always desired. This dissertation reports the investigation of an x-ray detector 

for the next-generation EIGI imaging technology, and also a study of an image processing 

technique through physical sensors– the apodized aperture pixel (AAP) design.   

The impact of AAP technique on imaging performance was assessed through simulation 

and experiments. With AAP, images are acquired with smaller pixel sensors, such as 25 µm and 

processed to provide images at larger pixel dimensions at 50 µm or greater, with reduced signal 

and noise aliasing, while maintaining high resolution needs of x-ray detectors. Studies with 

standard pixel binning schemes, such as 2x and 3x binning, were compared to low pass filters, 

and the AAP design.  AAP achieved advantages with resolution and reduced aliasing using 

simulations and experimentally measured modulation transfer functions (MTF) for MAF CCD 

and HRF-CMOS with 35 µm and 50 µm pixel pitch respectively. 

The main body of this dissertation is about a thorough characterization and evaluation of 

the x-ray imaging performance of a Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) photon counting detector (PCD) 

for EIGI. The PCD has a 100 µm pixel pitch and dual energy acquisition and four data 

acquisition modes including a high sensitivity with anti-coincidence on (ACC-On), which has a 

built in anti-charge sharing correction. The characterization study included assessment of 

detector’s linearity, instrumentation noise, dark field counts, and the calibration of energy 

thresholds using spectrum from an x-ray tube as well as a radioactive button source. The 

evaluation also includes dual energy material separation applications using a simulated setup for 
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various attenuation profiles mimicking bone, soft tissue and contrast using the ACC-On mode. 

With this PCD’s unique 1000 frames per second imaging capability incorporated into a cone 

beam computed tomography (CBCT) setup, the mitigation of motion blur related to gantry 

rotation and ability to perform CBCT at high spatio-temporal resolution were demonstrated. The 

high spatio-temporal resolution of PCD could also be leveraged to implement rapid sequence 

angiography (RSA) to monitor flow rates and patterns in aneurysms, stenosis or arterio venous 

malformations (AVM).    

The performance and unique features of the energy resolved PCD such as spectroscopic 

and photon counting capabilities were tested and confirmed. High resolution in spatial and 

temporal domain have provided pioneering applications such as RSA and Rapid CBCT.  In 

summary, this work demonstrated the feasibility and certain advantages of using a next 

generation energy resolved PCD for EIGI imaging.
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          CHAPTER 1 

                                                      INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 STROKE 

 

A stroke occurs when blood supply to any part of brain is interrupted or when a blood 

vessel in the brain leaks or bursts. Brain consumes around 20% of the total body oxygen(1) through 

the carotid and basilar artery systems and if devoid of this oxygen supply, could lead to temporary 

and permanent disabilities including paralysis and/or memory loss(2). Cerebral stroke is the second 

leading cause of death after ischemic heart diseases and followed by cancer, claiming around 6 

million deaths worldwide(3).   

Depending upon the vascular nature there are two classifications for stroke, namely 

ischemic stroke in which there is severe reduced blood flow due to blockage to an artery and 

hemorrhagic stroke which is due to rupture or leakage in an artery. Ischemic stroke forms around 

80% of all stroke and is classified as thrombotic stroke depending upon whether the artery is 

occluded by a thrombus (blood clot) and embolic stroke when occlusion is by an embolus (free-

roaming clot). Hemorrhagic strokes even though less common are very fatal and stems from the 

rupture and bleeding into surrounding area. The reasons for include breaking up of arterial wall, 

bursting of an aneurysm (outward bulging of arteries) or arteriovenous malformations (irregularly 

formed network of arteries). Again, depending upon the location of rupture of vessel hemorrhagic 

stroke is classified as intracerebral and subarachnoid strokes. Another category of stroke includes 

transient ischemic attack (TIA) which is a precursor to a major stroke and involves lodging of tiny 

emboli to an artery in the brain leaving no permanent injury. If the root cause of a stroke can be 

traced to simple vascular structures like tiny perforator blood vessels or to complex vascular 
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geometries like arteriovenous malformations, the treatment procedures are still extremely 

challenging. 

1.2 TREATMENT 

The treatment motive is to replenish the oxygen supply to the brain without affecting any 

other healthy areas of the brain. For cases involving clots (ischemic and TIA), thrombolytic (clot-

buster) drugs can be administered intravenously to dissolve blood clots and only 3-8.5% of patients 

receive this acute stroke therapy(4). Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) can be 

administered to patients at the earliest after onset of stroke symptoms intravenously and is very 

effective within first three hours(5). rt-PA catalyzes the conversion of plasminogen to plasmin 

which is the major enzyme responsible for clot breakdown.  

In the case of patients with aneurysms invasive techniques such as surgical clipping could 

be used. Over the years, endovascular image guided interventions (EIGI) have become the 

dominant treatment modality in the neuro interventional domain due to their advantages such as 

lesser chances for infection, scarring, patient discomfort and reduced mortality and morbidity over 

open surgical procedures(6). During an EIGI (7) a catheter is inserted to through the femoral artery 

and threaded under fluoroscopic guidance to the site of pathologic vasculature. The pathology 

could be due to stenosis (narrowing of arteries), complete or partial occlusion by plaque or clot, 

aneurysm or AVM. Using the threaded catheter, devices including stents, flow diverters, clot 

retrievers and embolization coils can be deployed to reinforce integrity, expand the lumen, extract 

a clot or to prevent the flow of blood to these sites. Devices such as symmetric stents have been 

developed as alternate treatment for hemorrhagic strokes, as they provide structural integrity and 

prevent blood flow to saccular or fusiform aneurysms. For aneurysms, coil embolization can be 

used instead of open surgical procedures.  
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1.3 IMAGING DURING INTERVENTIONS 

For initial clinical diagnosis and case evaluation imaging is carried out through noninvasive 

imaging modalities such as multislice computed tomography (MSCT) or magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI). If diagnosed early, thrombolytic drugs are administered or else the patient is taken 

to dedicated angiographic interventional suites. Within these suites, real time low dose pulsed or 

continuous fluoroscopy is used to guide the catheter threading process. At the site of deployment 

high dose angiography is performed during the critical stages.  It is implied that success of an 

interventional procedure is highly dependent upon the clear visualization of anatomy and 

endovascular devices used for deployment.   

1.4 X-RAY IMAGING  

The essential physics of medical x-ray generation has been the same since Wilhelm 

Roentgen encountered x-rays for the first time in 1895. Current x-ray tube design evolved from 

the older Crooke’s tubes and consists of a rotating anode and a stationary cathode, both made of 

Tungsten for most applications. The cathode is subject to a high voltage from a generator and due 

to thermionic emission, produces a continuous stream of electrons which smashes on to the anode 

generating bremsstrahlung spectrum ranging from 0 to maximum applied voltage. X-ray 

interactions with matter can be classified as photoelectric, Compton or pair production in the 

diagnostic range. Once produced in the tube, x-rays get attenuated within the human anatomy and 

produces attenuation maps or radiographs. 

However, dynamic imaging is required for visualizing the cardiac cycle, circulatory system 

or pulmonary system. If a sequence of x-ray pulses can be generated, images formed can reveal 

the temporal evolution of anatomy, such as a cardiac cycle or visualization of contrast flow. 
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Depending upon the nature of dose delivered to patients there are three classifications for dynamic 

sequence imaging. Exposure at the image receptor per frame for fluoroscopic images are less than 

10 µR/frame, in the range of 10-100 µR/frame for angiography and greater than 100 µR/frame for 

digital subtraction angiography (DSA). Fluoroscopic images are generated by sequence of x-ray 

pulses. Angiographic images have a softer x-ray beam (by means of less filtration with Aluminum) 

for higher contrast, low noise and in conjunction with a contrast agent like iodine can be used to 

make a road map of the vasculature. DSA(8) involves temporal logarithmic subtraction of the mask 

images to remove the overlapping patient anatomy and helps in device deployment. Another 

method to see the vasculature is to take two simultaneous acquisitions, one at lower energy and 

another at higher and this energy subtraction can also be used for vascular imaging(9) . 

In some cases, overlapping anatomy such as bone may make visualization harder and a 

three dimensional view of a volume would help in making judgements. This is where computed 

tomography features (CT). If radiography was the static projection image and fluoroscopy the 

dynamic series of projections, CT involves taking multiple projections around the patient, back 

projecting these views and creating a volume of the patient. CT Perfusion imaging and other three 

dimensional techniques are extremely beneficial for stroke diagnosis and intervention.    

1.5 X-RAY IMAGING TECHNOLOGY 

1.5.1 X-RAY IMAGE INTENSIFIERS  

X-ray image intensifiers (XII) have been in use since the early 1950s (9) and was introduced as a 

measure to eliminate dim fluorescent image and direct viewing requirement. XII have been the 

stable workhorses in most of the radiology departments for a significant amount of time. Image 

intensifiers were able to amplify the light output of a phosphor (thallium-doped cesium iodide) to 

create x-ray images which could be easily recorded. Image formation consists of various stages in 
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an XII, starting with a stream of photons interacting with the input phosphor. Conversion of 

photons to light occurs at this stage and the interaction of light with a photocathode results in the 

production of electrons. These electrons are accelerated across a potential using an electrostatic 

focusing system, inverted, minified and projected to an output phosphor for viewing with an 

overall amplification in the order of 1000’s. These signals are recorded and viewed with a video 

monitor. Even though, these detectors provided good spatial and contrast resolution there were 

disadvantages such as “pincushion distortion” due to curved nature of input phosphor, “veiling 

glare” due to reflection of light leaving the output phosphor and “S-distortion” due to interaction 

of earth’s magnetic field (BH) with electronic steering.  

1.5.2 FLAT PANEL DETECTORS 

                                

 

Figure 1.1 Left: Schematic diagram of a dexel. Right: TFT circuitry in a flat panel detector system. 

Flat panel detector (FPD) technology is based on active matrix, two dimensional array of 

amorphous silicon (aSi) thin film transistors (TFT). The building blocks of FPDs are pixelated 

discrete detector elements or “dexels” which are arranged as a row and column matrix(10). A dexel 

for an “indirect” detector consists of light sensitive area and a light insensitive electronic 

component as shown in the Figure 1.1 above. 
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Once charges are generated in the light sensitive area, they get stored in the storage 

capacitor in the electronics patch of the dexel. The sequential activation of rows, gate lines, occurs 

one at time which allows these charges to be readout by the drain lines. Then the amplifiers located 

at the end of the drain lines, convert the amplified charges to proportional voltage and is 

subsequently digitized. The bottleneck for readout is due to TFT array electronics and phosphor 

layer.  

FPDs have many advantages over XIIs including smaller physical size, lack of distortions 

and veiling glare and higher resolution; depending upon the mag mode and input phosphor of the 

XII. Due to these reasons FPDs are replacing XII in interventional suites and some of these 

detectors are even capable of performing cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). But FPDs do 

have issues of their own including spatial blurring, image lag, ghosting and electronic 

instrumentation noise. Depending upon the nature of the active layer, FPDs are classified into 

indirect and direct detectors and this classification would help understand the disadvantages 

associated with them.  

                                            

                                                        Figure 1.2 An indirect detector 
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In an indirect direct image formation consists of various stages as shown above. A stream 

of incoming x-rays interacts with phosphor materials like cesium iodide, with thickness in the 

order of 650 µm to 1000 µm, and gets converted to light. This light is then converted to electrons 

and holes because of their interaction with a photodiode (TFD) and the charges are read out using 

the TFT circuitry. The x-ray photons that interact with CsI can spread more laterally within the 

crystal and deposit secondary photons at locations other than the primary site of interactions. CsI 

are grown as columnar crystals to reduce this lateral blurring, however spatial blurring of even 200 

µm, a single pixel, could be detrimental in interventional imaging. Also the “pixel fill factor”, 

which is the ratio of photosensitive area to the total area of pixel is around 80% for detector with 

200 µm pitch and this reduces to 40-50% for detectors with higher resolution. This leads to an 

inefficient dose utilization. The other issues with indirect detectors includes image ghosting (latent 

image from previous exposure in present exposure) and lag(11) (12). With pixel sizes in the range of 

200 µm the limiting spatial resolution is at 2.5 lp/mm(13).     

                                 

                           Figure 1.3 Possible routes for lateral blurring with a CsI crystal.  

 If we could lose the “middle man” layer like CsI and have a single interaction layer in 

which x-rays are converted proportionally to charges, we could avoid all the aforementioned issues 

and this is the essential principle of a direct detector. In a direct detector, using semiconductor 
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materials like amorphous selenium (aSe), mercuric iodide (HgI2), lead iodide (PbI2), cadmium zinc 

telluride (CZT) or cadmium telluride (CdTe) as the active layer.  

   

 

 

 

 

                                                      Figure 1.4 Direct Detector 

The charges once produced in aSe or other materials can then be collected by applying an 

electric field in the range of 10-50 V/µm across the electrodes. This electrostatic “focusing” 

reduces the lateral spread of charges and the pixel fill factor is larger for direct detectors. The direct 

detectors still have issues like charge trapping (defects in crystal lattice of CdTe which leads to 

charges being trapped) which limits their applications.(13) 

1.6 REGION OF INTEREST IMAGING 

Fluoroscopic procedures and in particular prolonged interventional procedures involves 

higher dose depending on examination, technique parameters and duration of procedure to name 

a few factors(14).The patient entrance skin exposure rates should be managed to prevent 

deterministic effects like erythema, epilation and necrosis or stochastic radiobiological effects like 

cancer. Region of interest (ROI) (15) (16) fluoroscopic imaging is a technique to minimize the patient 

dose by using a filter (copper), with a central aperture to view the relevant part of an 

anatomy/image at standard dose over a small field of view (FOV) and reducing the dose in the 
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periphery. In interventional imaging the brightness in the periphery can be equalized using road 

mapping and DSA.(17)  

1.7.  SPATIAL RESOLUTION  

1.7. 1 ROI CCD DETECTORS 

Improved resolution can be achieved in three domains including spatial, contrast and 

temporal. Our group has pioneered a series of micro angiographic detectors which are dynamic, 

small area, high resolution ROI cameras that can be used along with the standard FPD detectors 

during the critical stages of intervention(18). This was an effort to improve the spatial resolution. 

The first prototype was based on charge couple device (CCD) readout with a 5 cm x 5 cm with a 

5 fps angiography mode. The micro angiographic fluoroscope (MAF) had a 250 µm thick CsI(Tl) 

phosphor placed on top of a fiber optic plate which was followed by a 1.8:1 fiber optic taper (FOT). 

The CCD camera with 14 µm pixels was coupled to this FOT and was operated in 2x or 4x binned 

mode with 50 µm effective pixel size in the image(19). 

To improve the gain stage and real time angiographic capabilities the second version had 

a light image intensifier and a mirror lens coupling(20). The next update had the mirror coupling 

replaced with fiber optic coupling resulting in higher sensitivity and excellent real time imaging 

capabilities(21).The other versions explored had the CCD readout swapped with an electron 

multiplying charged couple device (EMCCD) readout for improved performance at all exposure 

ranges(22). The EMCCD operated like the standard CCD readout (bucket brigade method) but 

provided the multiplication register before the readout which with an adjustable gain was able to 

amplify the signal and improve signal at low exposure, high quantum mottle conditions. However, 
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these CCD based detectors were less power efficient with the benefits of lower image noise and 

greater light sensitivity. 

 

1.7.2  ROI CMOS DETECTORS 

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) readouts are integrated circuits that 

allows higher power efficiency, large scale integration (larger FOV) and lower manufacturing cost. 

In a CMOS detector, an internal monitoring photodiode is mounted along the circumference of the 

photosensitive area. Once the digital output from this monitoring diode is greater than a threshold 

value, the external circuit directs the CMOS area to integrate charges. CMOS based active pixel 

sensors have an x-y address type readout (horizontal and vertical shift registers) with an amplifier 

for each pixel. The integrated charges from each pixel is converted to a voltage using a high speed 

analog to digital converter (ADC). The external circuit maintains the higher power efficiency 

during long periods of standby for x-ray irradiation(23). The robustness of CMOS circuitry lead to 

x-ray detectors which were in the range of 50-150 µm pixel pitch, nyquist frequencies in the range 

of 10 lp/mm to – 3.3 lp/mm.  With the APS CMOS technology, the electronic noise issues with 

TFT circuitry can be avoided and provide low image noise at lower exposure comparable to that 

of CCD readouts. We have previously used top shelf Hamamatsu Model C10901D-40, Dexela 

1207 and Teledyne Dalsa Mammo7 as versions of MAF with pixel sizes of 100, 75 and 50 µm 

respectively(24, 25). The studies conducted earlier using metrics like relative object detectability 

(ROD), generalized relative object detectability (G-ROD) and generalized measured relative 

object detectability (GM-ROD) did conclude that CMOS based detectors have an advantage over 

the CCD and FPD detectors with the smaller pixel sizes and low instrumentation noise. However, 

the tradeoff between patient dose and pixel size are still a point of contention. The research efforts 
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from this lab has also led to the development of a unique detector with a high definition (Hi-Def) 

mode for neurovascular interventions (Alphenix, Canon Medical Systems Corporation) taking into 

account this dose vs pixel size contention(26).  

1.8 PRESENT WORK 

Next chapter is centered around a novel method to improve the high frequency detective 

quantum efficiency (DQE) of x-ray detectors, termed apodized aperture pixel (AAP) design(27, 28). 

The first section within the chapter emphasizes the advantage of AAP design over the conventional 

image processing techniques such as using a 2x binning filter(29). In the next section the benefits 

of AAP design in the realm of signal and noise aliasing is discussed for direct detectors based on 

aSe and indirect detectors based on CsI(30). In the final stage an implementation of AAP design 

with high resolution MAF detectors is simulated with experimentally measured modulation 

transfer functions (MTF)(31). 

In the third chapter a new photon counting detector based on CdTe, XCounter AB’s 

Actaeon is introduced(32). The integration of this detector with the clinical imaging chain at 

CSVRC is described here. All four of the image acquisition modes in Actaeon were subjected to 

standard detector characterization metrics analysis including MTF, normalized noise power 

spectrum (NNPS), DQE and is detailed in this chapter(33, 34). Linearity, dark field measurements 

and noise ratio comparison with single and dual energy window acquisitions are also described 

here. The effect of pulse pile-up in the case of Actaeon is also brought up(35). 

Fourth chapter deals with the energy level thresholding and proper calibration of threshold 

settings for XCounter.  Calibration have been checked with an x-ray spectrum and a radioactive 

button source as this is crucial for any potential applications(36, 37). Dual energy material separation 
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has also been explored using a custom in-house phantom, and results for contrast improvement 

studied using the weighted logarithmic image subtraction method is presented here.  

Chapter five is where the high temporal resolution aspects of Actaeon is made use of. The 

demonstration of the high frame rate imaging capability and an application of high temporal 

resolution in acquiring projection data for CBCT at high revolution rate of the gantry is 

discussed(38, 39). The advantages of using such a high frame imaging detector in interventional 

imaging suites is useful in mitigating the gantry rotational motion induced blur in projections and 

resulting back projections of volume(40). 

In chapter six, Rapid Sequence Angiography (RSA) / High Speed Angiography (HSA) has 

been implemented to monitor vascular flow rates and patterns in a 3D printed aneurysm phantom.  

Compared to conventional DSA which goes at 6 fps or 15 fps digital angiography, this RSA was 

achieved at 1000 fps.  Quantitative and qualitative comparison for vascular flow rates is made by 

simulating images at lower frame rates using the high speed data(41). 

The final chapter gives a summary of the entire thesis with a conclusion and a description 

of possible future directions for this work. 
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     CHAPTER 2 

APPLICATION OF APODIZED APERTURE PIXEL (AAP) DESIGN TO REDUCE 

SIGNAL AND NOISE ALIASING IN HIGH RESOLUTION DIRECT AND INDIRECT 

DETECTORS 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

 Visualization of structural detail is the key factor for high resolution ROI detectors. Signal 

is proportional to pixel size and noise is proportional to square root of pixel size. To have a visually 

perceivable signal to noise ratio (SNR), these two factors need to be accounted for in the context 

of patient dose. Theoretically and experimentally it is possible to have x-ray detectors with smaller 

pixel sizes such as 25 µm, but the dose required to produce high resolution images would not be 

termed reasonable use of radiation.  

DETECTORS BASED ON CONVENTIONAL DESIGN 

Consider a conventional detector design shown below with pixel size ‘a’. If a stream of x-

rays are incident on the detector, the converter layer tranforms them into secondary quanta which 

is then collected in the sensor elements. These charges are them sampled at spacing ‘a’. The same 

physics is depicted in signal processing terms in the Figure 2.2. A random distribution of x-ray 

photons is represented as qx(x), which is then collected at sensors of pixel size ‘a’ after charge 

formation which is equivalent to a convolution with the box function k∏(x/a). This convolved 

function da(x) is then sampled (multiplied) with a sampling comb (Shah function) ∑δ(x- na) spaced 

at ’a’ intervals resulting in the overall sampled detector function da
†(x). 
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                                    Figure 2.1 Conventional detector design with pixel pitch ‘a’ 

 

                         

                                    Figure 2.2 Signal processing involved in a conventional detector 

   

DETECTORS BASED ON APODIZED APERTURE PIXEL (AAP) DESIGN 

 This design was proposed by Ismailova et.al, (37) to preserve the high spatial frequency 

information contained in high resolution imaging detectors. The advantages with this design has 

been later reported through the linear cascaded analysis of these detector models(28). Modulation 
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transfer function (MTF) and detective quantum efficiency (DQE) provides information about 

spatial resolution and overall detector efficiency as a function of spatial frequency. AAP design is 

able to acquire images with smaller sub pixels to produce an interpretable image at larger pixel 

sizes with reduced signal and noise aliasing at reasonable dose levels.  

If signal generation is described in physical terms,  x-ray photons are converted to charges 

within the converter layer in the initial stage. These charges are then collected in sensor elements 

which are supersampled at ‘ε’ spacing. Afterewards, this supersampled signal is filtered with a 

sinc function and the filtered signal is sampled at larger sampling of dimensions ’a’ in the final 

stage. A sample case would be where ‘ε’ is 25 µm and ‘a’ is 50 µm. The additional stage of 

supersampling at sub pixels and filtering with a sinc function provides images with their higher 

spatial frequency components preserved.  

 

  

 

 

 

                                         Figure 2.3 Detector based on AAP design 

In terms of signal processing, as described earlier for conventional detector, the spatial 

distrubution of random x-ray quanta is qx(x). This distibrution is collected at sensors of dimension 

’ε’ which is represented by a convolution with k∏(x/ε). This convolved signal dε(x) is then 

sampled with a shah function ∑δ(x- εa) spaced at ’ε’ intervals resulting in the supersampled 
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detector signal dε
†(x). At the second stage this signal is convolved with a sinc function f(x) = 

sinc(au).  The resulting detector signal df(x) is then sampled with a comb function ∑δ(x- na) at ‘a’ 

spacing, resulting in the downsampled final signal da
†(x).  

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

                                   
                                     Figure 2.4 Stages in signal formation for AAP detector 
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The fourier transform of sinc(x) is a box function in frequency domain. As a result all frequency 

components above a particular interval is removed, facilitating zero aliaising for signal and noise 

in the filtering stage. This is effectively removing the legs (pod = foot in greek) or unwanted higher 

frequency componets of a function and hence the name apodized aperture pixel design. Effective 

use of AAP design results in detectors with reduced signal and noise aliasing that could 

simultaneously act as a larger field of view FPD with increased pixels during normal operations. 

 

2.2 PROJECT #1: COMPARISON OF SPATIAL RESOLUTION AND NOISE 

REDUCTION WITH AAP BASED   DETECTORS AND CONVENTIONAL IMAGE 

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES  

2.2.1  PURPOSE 

 aSe based detectors have been the poster child for direct detectors. The studies with aSe 

detectors had shown promise for clinical use in FPDs(42). However there have been issues with 

ghosting, lag, dark current and undersampling in these detectors(43). The use of organic blocking 

layer were suggested by Karim et.al, which could make the issues with ghosting and dark current 

negligible in the case of direct detectors, while operating at high electric fields(44).  An aSe based 

25 µm detector was developed and study was conducted on the factors limiting spatial resolution(45) 

by the same group. If this detector with high resolution can be used of an AAP detector, the 

advantages over standard pixel binning schemes like 2x2 or 3x3 binning would reveal interesting 

insights into AAP design.  
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2.2.2 METHODS 

 MTFs from previous research efforts for an aSe detector(45) with 25 µm super-sampling 

were used for simulations in this study. This MTF closely follows the aperture function for a 25 

µm detector as there are no signifcant losses in the medium due to resabsorption of K-fluorescence 

or compton scattered photons. For spatial resolution comparison this MTF was convolved with 

various filters including AAP filter (sinc function), 2x and 3x binning and two low pass filters (one 

dimensional filters with their central elements as [1,5,1] and [1,3,5,3,1]). For noise comparison, a 

white noise image was generated and convolved with the same filters mentioned above in 2 

dimensions and the percent noise change and relative noise ratios were calculated. By employing 

percent noise change and relative noise ratios comparisons can be made with the original image 

and the effectiveness of using various filters including AAP filter.  

 

2.2.3  RESULTS 

               

                                     Figure 2.5  MTFs after convolution with various filters    
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The effect of convolving the aSe MTF for 25 µm pixel with various filters is shown in Figure 

2.5. The MTFs after convolution with the sinc function (correspoding to a smaller sampling) stays 

high up to the desired Nyquist and then drops of sharply in comparison to other filters.  The 

wiggling nature of MTF towards the Nyquist is due to Gibbs’ ringing artifact associated with finite 

number of terms in fourier sum approximation for the box function (Fourier transform of sinc 

function). In contrast to all other filters when compared for MTFs after convolution, the sinc filter 

gave a maximal MTF up to 9 cyc/mm. The sharp dropoff to 0.02 for the down sampling sinc 

function at 10 cycles/mm indicates the maintainence of high resolution by AAP design. In the case 

of convolved images,  compared to 2x and 3x binning and various low pass filters, they increased 

the percent noise change whereas the sinc filter maintained the original characteristics ie., 0 percent 

noise change and unity relative noise as shown in tables below. 

 

MTF Convolution Kernel           5 cycles/mm            9 cycles/mm             10 cycles/mm 

 Original MTF              0.98               0.92                0.90 

2x1 Binning             0.90               0.70                 0.64 

3x1 Binning             0.79              0.42               0.32 

Low Pass Filter [1,5,1]             0.89             0.89               0.65 

Low Pass Filter [1,3,5,3,1]             0.70             0.30               0.22 

Sinc Filter for (50 µm) down 

sampling 

            0.97             0.92                0.02 

                        Table 2.1 Comparison of MTF values 
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Image Convolution Kernel Percent Noise Change from   

original image 

            Relative Noise Ratio 

White noise 40.24 1.402 

2 x 1 Binning 0 1 

3 x 1 Binning -19.5 0.80 

Low Pass Filter 

[1, 5, 1] 

3.65 1.036 

Low Pass Filter 

[1,3, 5, 3,1] 

28 0.72 

Sinc for (50 µm) down 

sampling 

0 1 

       Table 2.2 Comparison of percent noise change from original image and relative noise ratio 

2.2.4  CONCLUSION 

 As higher resolution detectors are being developed to meet the increasing demands for 

improved images to guide finer vascular interventions, use of super-sampled aSe detectors in 

conjuction with AAP filter, where resolution is maintained with reduced noise may well fill this 

requirement. 

 

2.3  PROJECT #2: EFFECTIVE ELIMATION OF SIGNAL ALIASING USING AAP 

DESIGN 

2.3.1  PURPOSE 

 If the high resolution detectors decribed in this thesis including aSe and CsI based detectors 

were to image objects with frequency content greater than the Nyquist frequency, it would result 

in undersampling. The undersampled object frequencies with sampling by a detector, would wrap 

back into the 0 to Nyquist frequency range for a delta function input as shown in Figure 2.6.  
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                        Figure 2.6  Undersampling and wrapping around of MTF for a point object 

Whenever objects with realistic dimensions are imaged, the frequency content of the object gets 

multiplied by the detector MTF and the combined frequency is overlapped and this represents the 

image frequency in Fourier space. However; in the case of digital detectors subjected to 

undersampling the interpretation of MTF and NPS is not straight forward(46, 47). MTF can no longer 

be treated as transfer amplitude of single sinusoids. MTF in the case of digital detectors also 

depends on the phase of the sampling comb with respect to the function being digitized when 

aliased to lower frequencies(48). Depending upon the phase shift of the sampling comb with respect 

to the detla function input there are three different MTFs including  maximum MTF (MTFmax), 

minimum MTF (MTFmin) and Expectation MTF (EMTF). This can be inferred from the figure 2.7 

below. There is some level of predictability with MTFs if the phasing of the sampling comb is 

known; however, for NPS even this information isn’t helpful in determing the aliased 

components(48).   
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2.3.2  METHODS 

 For this simulation study, previously published presampled MTFs of three low noise 

CMOS detectors were considered. This cohort consisted of a CsI based indirect detector with 350 

µm thickness (high resolution - HR), a CsI based indirect detector with 500 µm thickness (high 

ligt – HL) and an aSe based direct detector with 1000 µm thickness(49, 50). The presampled MTFs 

was multiplied by an aperture function for 25 µm in frequency domain to simulate MTF of a 25 

µm detector. The Nyquist frequency was then set to 10 cycles/mm to simulate a 50 µm detector 

and undersampled frequencies were wrapped around in the presampled case and in the case of 2x2 

binning to find the effect of undersampling. The same process was carried out with the hypothetical 

25 µm AAP detector and an associated AAP filter for an equivalent 50 µm detector.  

 

 

 

           

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

 

                                         Figure 2.7  MTF, MTFmax, MTFmin and EMTF 
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2.3.3 RESULTS 

 All results are shown in terms of MTFmax. In the case of 500 µm (HL) thick detector the 

maximum aliased MTF does not amount much as it barely exceeds 1 (Figure 2.8). There would 

not be any significant improvement in the performance of this detector when apodized, owing to 

the miniscule presence of aliasing. So this detector was discarded from this study. The 350 µm 

(HR) thick detector has the maximum aliased MTF at 1.04 and this simulated detector was passed 

through the AAP design (Figure 2.9). As mentioned earlier the box function apodizes MTF above 

the preset Nyquist frequency (Figure 2.10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

                     Figure 2.8 Undersamlping in the case of 500 µm thick CsI based detector        
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      Figure 2.9 Undersampling in the case of 350 µm thick CsI based detector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

                     Figure 2.10 Use of AAP design compared to 2x binned and presampled case                
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                  Figure 2.11 Undersampling in the case of aSe detector with 1000 µm thickness 

 

 

 

 

As seen in this figure above, undersampling leads to 20% increase in the MTFmax in the case of 

presampled and 2x binned versions. To faithfully reproduce signals and to prevent frequencies 

being misrepresented AAP filter can be implemented. The effect of AAP filter on presampled MTF 

subjected to Nyquist alteration in the aSe detector is shown in figure 2.12 
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  Figure 2.12 Application of AAP filter on aSe detector with 1000µm thickness 

 

2.3.4 CONCLUSION  

Compared to standard 2x2 pixel binning, AAP design reduces signal aliasing without degrading 

MTF values  required for high resolution imaging needs. 

 

2.4 PROJECT #3: COMPARISON OF HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY DETECTORS 

WITH CONVENTIONAL FPDS USING EXPERIMENTAL MTFS AND APODIZED 

APERTURE PIXEL DESIGN FOR REDUCED ALIASING 

2.4.1 PURPOSE 

 ROI high resolution detection works in unison with a large FOV FPD and during ciritical 

stages of intervention, the ROI detector is usually swung in with a mechanical arm to the FOV. 

This setup is not optimal or robust in a clinical setting. The solution is to have a single panel 

encompassing two detectors, either two physical detectors or just one detector which has the 

capability to switch between two modes, FPD and ROI mode. If we start out with a detector with 
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less than 50 µm native pixel pitch, we could either perform a binning or perform apodization 

scheme to get an equivalent FPD with bigger pixel sizes. This study was carried out to find the 

advatages of AAP design over binning schemes in producing an equivalent FPD. 

 

2.4.2  METHODS 

 Two detectors were used for this study. The first detector is a custom-built MAF with 35µm 

CCD readout and a 500 µm (High Resolution) CsI phosphor, hereafter designated the MAF-

CCD35. The second detector is a Teledyne Dalsa, prototype mammographic detector with 49.5 

µm pixel pitch (CMOS readout) and a 300 µm (High Resolution) CsI phosphor (HRF-CMOS50). 

The comparison here is with a Varian Paxscan 2020 Flat Panel Detector with 194 µm pixel pitch 

and 600 µm CsI phosphor (FPD). 

 The detector MTFs were measured using the standard slanted edge method described by 

Samei et. al(51). A straight edge was machined after sandwiching a lead plate between two 

aluminum sheets.  The lead edge was placed at the detector surface with a magnification of 1 and 

at angles varying from 1-3̊. Keeping the SID at 110 cm, 120 frames were acquired for a range of 

voltages from 60 – 110 kVp, with the edge being parallel and perpendicular to readout direction.  

The Edge Response Functions (ESFs) thus measured were flat field and dark field corrected and 

integrated into one image for reduced noise. The Line Spread Functions (LSFs) were calculated 

from the ESF and Fourier transformed to obtain MTFs of the detector(51, 52). 

The AAP design assumed super-sampling sensor elements of 35 µm for the MAF-CCD 

and 50 µm for HRF-CMOS50. The AAP design was compared with the effect of 5x5 moving 

average binning for the MAF-CCD35 and 4x4 moving average binning for HRF-CMOS50 to 

approximate the FPD pixel pitch. The MAF-CCD35 has a Nyquist of 14.28 cycles/mm, whereas 
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the HRF-CMOS50 has its Nyquist at 10 cycles/mm. The 5x5 binned version of MAF-CCD35 has 

an effective pixel of 175 µm and its Nyquist at 2.85 cycles/mm and HRF-CMOS50 when 4x4 

binned has an effective pixel size of 200 µm and Nyquist of 2.5 cycles/mm. The MTF values at 

the desired Nyquist were compared to the values after convolution with the sinc filter function of 

AAP design. 

When these high resolution detectors are used to image objects which have components 

above the Nyquist frequency, they are subjected to undersampling. The undersampled frequencies 

are wrapped backed into the 0 to Nyquist range. Because the aliased high spatial frequencies add 

and result in values greater than the original magnitude of the lower frequencies, we have 

designated these simply as Transfer Function (TF) which represents the output signal frequency 

distribution for a delta function input or a point object. Depending upon the phase relation of the 

sampling comb with respect to the input function, there are three different Transfer Functions (TFs) 

including maximum TF, minimum possible TF and expectation TF. In this work we have only 

made use of the maximum possible aliased TF.  

Using these TFs, an infinitesimal point object can be imaged containing uniform frequency 

components throughout the Fourier domain (1 for all frequencies). These TFs are made symmetric 

in the Fourier domain by mirroring them to –Nyquist and then Inverse Fourier transforming to get 

the image of the object/point spread function for the detectors with various filters. They are 

normalized and then compared to those of an FPD and equivalent FPDs based on AAP designs. 

The case of undersampling and its effect on detector MTF is not straight forward. The phasing of 

the sampling comb with respect to the input function results in three different MTFs. In the case 

of perfect alignment of a function being digitized results in Maximum MTF; the worst case of 

perfect misalignment by half a pixel with respect to sampling comb results in Minimum MTF and 
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the Expectation MTF (EMTF) provides an averaged value for any alignment in between. For 

simplicity, in this study we have used a Transfer Function equivalent to the case of Maximum 

MTF. The case with Minimum or Expectation MTF would be more complicated in practice and 

beyond the scope of this work. 

             For the PSFs developed in this work under the simplified transfer function assumptions, 

the sampling at the initial stage was kept at 50 µm and 35 µm for HRF-CMOS50 and MAF-CCD35 

respectively. Due to the sharp dropoff in the TFs in the Fourier domain, the inverse Fourier 

transforms resulted in oscillation in the spatial domain. However, these oscillations manifest 

themselves only during 50 µm and 35 µm sampling. Since the goal of developing a larger FOV 

FPD-like detector would only provide larger final pixel samples we simulated these results by 

introducing a filter to smooth out the oscillations apparent because the smaller pixels were 

maintained during the inverse Fourier transform. In our case we used a running average window 

of 4 data points to create data set corresponding to a 200 µm aperture for the HRF CMOS and 5 

elements for the MAF CCD35 (185 µm). This data was then further sampled at every 4th and 5th 

point to make an equivalent FPD sampling. 

 

2.4.3 RESULTS  

 The AAP design maintains high resolution for neurovascular interventions as shown in 

Figures 2.13 and 2.14. The values maintained are close to the presampled MTF whereas FPD’s 

MTF degrades faster due to among other things the 200-micron aperture function.  The ratio of 

MTF values at the Nyquist of 2.5 cycles/mm after convolution, with respect to the Paxscan 2020 

FPD is 7 for HRF CMOS50 and 3.5 for MAF CCD35 as indicated in the table below. The MTFs 

after convolution with AAP/sinc filter have a ringing artifact. The ideal approach to designing the 
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filter is to start out with a box function in Fourier domain with drop down at the desired Nyquist  

and reverse designing the AAP filter in the spatial domain; however, in practice this inverse 

transform results in only an approximate filter function leading to the ringing artifact in the MTF. 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13 Pre-sampled MTFs for both the HRF-CMOS50 and the 4x4 binned equivalent FPD as 

well as the result of convolving the AAP filter with the presampled MTF. The comparison is with 

that of the FPD. 
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Figure 2.14 Shown here are the pre-sampled MTFs for both the MAF-CCD35 and the 5x binned 

equivalent FPD as well as the result of convolving the AAP filter with the presampled MTF. Again 

they are compared to that of the FPD 

Detector Descriptor Frequency1  

( 1  cycles/mm) 

Frequency2  

(  2 cycles/mm) 

Frequency3  

( 2.5 cycles/mm) 

FPD Pre-sampled 0.47 0.13 0.07 

MAF CCD 35 Pre-sampled 0.53 0.31 0.25 

MAF CCD 35 Pre-sampled 

5xMoving  

Average  

Binning 

0.51 0.26 0.19 

MAF CCD35 AAP filtered 0.53 0.31 0.25 

HRF CMOS 50 Pre-sampled 0.78 0.58 0.49 

HRF CMOS 50 Pre-sampled 

4xMoving 

Average Binning 

0.75 0.48 0.36 

HRF CMOS 50 AAP filtered 0.78 0.58 0.49 

           Table 2.3 Variation of MTFs at selected frequencies up to the Nyquist of an FPD 
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The TF extends from 0 – 10 cycles/mm and the successive cycles are wrapped around to 

the new Nyquist of 2.5 cycles/mm. All the successive cycles are then added together to get the 

maximum possible aliased transfer function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Figure 2.15 The effect of undersampling and resulting maximum possible aliased TF. 
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 Figure 2.16 The calculations with wrapping around is done for both the pre-sampled MTF and 4x 

moving average binning kernel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.17 The wrapping around is done for both the pre-sampled MTF and 5x moving average 

binning kernel for MAF-CCD35 

 

To account for the aliased high frequencies Figures 2.15-17 show the TFs resulting from 

wrapping around the equivalent Nyquist for two ROI detectors and their binned FPD equivalents. 

          The advantages of AAP design in minimizing signal aliasing is shown in Figures 2.16 and 

2.17. In the case of the MAF-CCD35 FPD equivalent, the high frequency content is increased and 

the maximum value of TF is 1.13 whereas for that of the HRF-CMOS the maximum TF at 0 

cycles/mm is around 1.36 and both amount to significant aliasing of the high frequency range. The 

AAP design is a solution to this issue as the box function in Fourier domain floors TF to zero 

beyond the desired Nyquist. 
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Figure 2.18  Comparisons of TFs which include aliasing with that of the AAP filtered design with 

no aliasing in the case of HRF-CMOS50. 

 

The TFs obtained from this step were multiplied with the frequency spectrum of an 

infinitesimal point object (which is unity over all frequencies) and then inverse Fourier 

transformed to find the point spread function. The resulting normalized PSF with oscillations were 

smoothed out with a running average window of 4 and 5 respectively for HRF-CMOS50 and MAF-

CCD35. This resulted in images with less oscillation. The sampling was kept at 50 µm and 35 µm 

for HRF-CMOS50 and MAF-CCD35 up to this point. The resampling to an FPD pixel pitch was 

done by selecting data points spaced approximately 200 µm apart from the 35 µm and 50 µm data 

sets, which results in the final images with AAP equivalent FPD detector. The stages described 

above are shown in Figures 2.20-2.22; however, for demonstration purposes only HRF CMOS50 

is shown with complete set of results of PSFs. 
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  Figure 2.19  Comparisons of TFs which include aliasing with that of the AAP filtered design with 

no aliasing in the case of MAF-CCD35 

 

          Table 2.4 Comparison of PSF characteristics for FPD and FPD-like detector designs 

 

 

 

               Detector                FWHM (µm)                 FWTM (µm) 

Presampled FPD                     400                        800 

HRF CMOS 50 AAP                     300                       700 

HRF CMOS 50 Aliased                     300                      1200 
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                                       Fig 2.20  PSFs determined from respective MTFs 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2.21 PSFs obtained from Figure 2.20 are smoothed out with a running average window 
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Fig 2.22  PSFs obtained from Figure 2.21 for aliased and AAP case, re-sampled to 200 µm  pixel 

pitch and compared to that of FPD 

 

Figures 2.20 shows the PSFs for the HRF-CMOS50 comparing the original PSF derived 

from the pre-sampled MTF with the AAP derived PSF and that from the 200 µm aliased TF.  Figure 

2.21 shows the comparison where the running average window smoothing was used indicating a 

30% reduction in oscillations for both. In Figure 2.22 the comparison is drawn between the PSFs 

of the FPD, and the FPD-like PSF derived from the AAP filtered HRF-CMOS50 and the 200 µm 

Aliased HRF-CMOS50. The Full Width Half Maxima and Full Width Tenth Maxima for the PSFs 

are shown in Table 2.4 and appear to indicate high resolution for the FPD derived from the HRF-

CMOS50 data; however, the tails are higher due to increased low frequency content especially for 

the aliased HRF-CMOS50.   
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2.4.4  CONCLUSION 

Compared to standard pixel binning kernels, the AAP design retains MTF values at higher 

frequencies without aliasing arising from undersampling. A high resolution ROI detector with 

small pixel design could then be extended to the size of a full FOV FPD with equivalent effective 

pixels while maintaining small FOV high resolution capability within a ROI. 
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     CHAPTER 3 

EVALUATION OF A NEW PHOTON COUNTING DETECTOR WITH VARIOUS 

ACQUISTION MODES – STANDARD METRIC ANALYSIS 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

ENERGY INTERGRATING DETECTORS 

All the detectors introduced so far in this chapter, fall into the category of energy 

integrating detectors. In an energy integrating detector (EID), the signal intensity is proportional 

to the product of number of incident photons and their respective energy. Consider the case shown 

in figure below where a stream of x-ray photons, N1 photons with energy E1, N2 photons with 

energy E2 and N3 photons with energy E3 is incident on a pixel. The signal intensity is send to 

image display after digitization would be proportional to the total energy deposited by the photon 

beam. The detectors which are able to integrate charges produced by x-photons and produce an 

equivalent signal proportional to the overall incident energy is termed as energy integrating 

detectors. 

Fig 3.1 Schematic of an energy integrating detectors 

This energy integration process also results in loss of energy-dependent information like linear 

attenuation coefficients of varying tissue types, while adding electronic noise and swank noise(53).  
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Also the information from low energy photons are given less weight, but is extremely important 

for contrast(54) resulting in overall increased noise and reduced contrast. 

PHOTON COUNTING DETECTORS 

In contrast to EIDs photon counting detectors (PCD) can count individual photons incident on the 

detector. Active layers for PCDs have been semiconductor materials like CZT and CdTe due to 

their quantum absorption efficiency in the diagnostic imaging range. If the same scenario as 

described earlier involving N1 photons with energy E1 and likewise is incident on the surface or 

pixel of a PCD, the signal intensity produced is going to be the sum of products of their number 

and energy. However, this signal is then passed through a thresholding circuit and if the signal 

intensity is greater than the set threshold, a count, N which is proportional to the signal intensity 

is registered, digitized and send to the image display. If the signal intensity is not greater than the 

set threshold the event is discarded. Since the discrete quantum events are counted instead of 

integration, the shades of gray scale (contrast) is more pronounced in photon counting/energy 

weighting(55). 

                                  Figure 3.2 Schematic of a photon counting detector 
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With the advent of large scale integration and CMOS technology, feasibility studies have 

been carried out on PCDs from early 2000s(56-58). Our group previously have tried to use the 

existing high resolution MAF in photon counting mode at low exposures with an indirect 

detector(59). PCDs have lot of advantages over including high signal to noise ratio (SNR) due 

rejection of electronic noise and absence of swank noise and energy dependent weighting of 

detected photons. The killer app for PCDs have been material separation (calcifications and 

contrast injections) by dual energy subtraction imaging. Other potential advantages include scatter 

rejection by thresholding which is a better method than the established scanning slit multi image 

acquisition for radiography(60). 

ACTAEON PCD 

  A new photon counting detector is introduced in this chapter. It is top of the shelf Actaeon 

PCD (ACTAEON.FX3.1.256.075-04AC0069) from XCounter, Danderyd, Sweden, part of the 

Direct Conversion AB. Actaeon is  a direct detector based on a 0.75mm thick CdTe layer. 

Cadmium (Z= 48) and Tellurium (Z = 52) in its combined form has a density of 5.82 gm/cm3. The 

pixel pitch for the detector is 100 µm and the active area is 1”x1” with a 256x256 readout. It has 

two scalers on every pixel thereby enabling dual energy acquisition. The backend readout is a 

modular complementary metal oxide semiconductor based application specific intergrated chip 

(CMOS-ASIC), which has readout rates that goes upto 1000 fps. The manufacturer rated DQE for 

RQA5 spectrum is 80% and MTF at 2 lp/mm and 5 lp/mm is at 80% and 45%(61) respectively. 

Ghosting and lag are less than 0.1% after a 6 µGy exposure. 
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         Figure 3.3 Actaeon PCD. Central area shown with white markers represents FOV 

 

 Actaeon (pictured above) is powered by a power over ethernet (PoE) gigabit ethernet 

(GigE) cable with a 12 VDC supply. Using a Network Interface Card (NIC) Actaeon can be 

connected to a PC and configured. With the manufacturer provided Image Acquisition Software 

(IAS), the detector can capture x-ray images.  There are various ways to trigger acquisition in 

Actaeon inlcuding a sofware acquisiton mode in which triggering is internal (by means of clicking 

the IAS software), a pulse duration mode in which external pulses such as pulses from an x-ray 

tube is synchronized by means of a signal generator and fed into Actaeon physically and a 

hardware acquisition mode in which the image acquisition sequence triggers with a single external 

pulse. Images can be stored as stacks in IAS by three methods; Frame mode, Frame-Sum mode 

and Time Delay Summation (TDS) mode. In frame mode the number of frames to acquire and a 

frame rate is specified. In frame-sum mode in addition to these two, the number of frames summed 

to produce a single frame also needs to mentioned.  TDS mode is required to capture a consistently 

moving object on a conveyor belt or such situations and the same section of the object is scanned 

multiple times by different pixel rows to produce an image, provided the total number of scan lines 

and line rates. This is useful in ultra high frame rate industrial imaging.  
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3.2 POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 There are various potential advantages with Actaeon PCD. Due to direct detection and 

smaller pixel size the spatial resolution is high. Better SNR stems from the photon counting 

capability. From dual energy thresholding and energy discrimination, contrast resolution should 

be superior. The high speed CMOS-ASIC will provide temporal resolution unheard of in the x-ray 

imaging domain.  

 However there are lot of disadvantages including cross talk between pixels and pulse pileup 

effect(62-64). If an x-ray photon interacts with CdTe, a charge cloud is developed and it drifts 

towards their respective electrodes(54). During this drift, the charge cloud grows in size due to 

columbic repulsion forces and diffusion effects. In some cases, this charge cloud can be divided 

and separately readout as separate events in two nearby pixels providing inaccurate information. 

This phenomena is termed charge sharing or pixel cross talk. As pixel sizes are decreased for 

increased spatial reoslution, charge sharing can be significant. Pulse pileup occurs in any systems 

where events are counted rather than integrated as this phenomena is a function of count rate and 

detector dead time. The time between two successive readouts when the detector is inactive is the 

deadtime, as the events/counts registered in that time window is not accounted for (deadtime loss). 

If two events are quasicoincident, pulses generated from these events will be piled up and treated 

as one event. Depending upon the ways the pulses are added within the time window, it can result 

in overall increase or decrease of receorded energy and results in peak or tail pulse pile up(64).   
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3.3 IMAGE ACQUISITION MODES 

 Actaeon has four image acquisition modes with varying pulse processing methods. They 

are High Sensitivity with Anti-Coincidence turned ON (ACC-On), High Sensitivity with Anti-

Coincidence turned OFF (ACC-Off), High Flux without Anti Coincidence (HF) and High Power 

(HP). 

3.3.1  HIGH SENSISTIVITY WITH ANTI-COINCIDENE TURNED ON (ACC-ON) 

 Consider the case shown in Figure 3.2 below. An x-ray photon is incident on the central 

pixel in the 3x3 pixel grid . Charges generated from the central pixel migrates to the nearby pixel  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Figure 3.4 An illustration of charge sharing in a 3x3 grid of pixels 

and registers a separate event there. In a general scenario one single event can trigger multiple 

nearby pixels in which all or some of events are below the threshold and would not be separately 

registered. The anti-coincidence on circuitry allows intercommunication between eight next 

nearest neighbouring pixels, enabling the circuitry to sum charges from multiple pixels to account 

for a single event. The pulses are more energy conserving and the detector is in its most efficient 

mode.  
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3.3.2  HIGH SENSISTIVITY WITH ANTI-COINCIDENE TURNED OFF (ACC-OFF) 

 This mode maintains the same level of sensitivity to thresholding as the ACC-On mode, 

but does not have the anti-charge sharing correction, thereby enabling to count faster. However, 

the mode is disadvantageous in the sense there is poor conservation of photon energy 

3.3.3 HIGH FLUX WITHOUT ANTI COINCIDENCE (HF) 

 High Flux mode is desinged for extreme flux rates upto 5x108 photons/mm2s. The mode is 

not extremely sensitive like ACC-On and ACC-Off, and hence the poor energy conservation and 

performance at lower energy thresholds.  

 

3.3.4 HIGH POWER (HP) 

 This is the default pulse shaping design for Actaeon.  

 

3.4  SINGLE AND DUAL ENERGY ACQUISITIONS AND NOISE RATIOS 

 Measurements with the Actaeon can be done in two ways, single window acquisition and 

dual energy acquisition. In this section we discuss the decrease in noise with an image formed by 

subtracting (either manual or through software) a dual energy acquisition compared to an image 

with two separate single energy acquisitions. 

Let N1 and N2 be the counts registered with two thresholds of acquisition, assuming quantum 

limited performance the signal to noise ratio for dual energy (simultaneous) acquisition is given 

by 

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐷 =
𝑁2 − 𝑁1

√𝑁2 − 𝑁1

=  √𝑁2 − 𝑁1 

With the single window acquisition (two separate acquisitions) this expression is modified, as the 

errors add up in quadrature. 
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𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆 =
𝑁2 − 𝑁1

√𝑁2 + 𝑁1

 

Relative signal to noise ratio improvement, R is given by the equation below 

                                                           𝑅 =  
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐷

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆
=  

√𝑁2−𝑁1 

𝑁2− 𝑁1
∗  √𝑁2 +  𝑁1 =

√𝑁2+ 𝑁1

√𝑁2− 𝑁1
   

If both window counts are altered by a factor of “m” for example when the overall x-ray intensity 

is changed, the R value is given by 

    𝑅𝑚 =  
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝐷

𝑚

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑆
𝑚 =  

√𝑚  ∗√𝑁2+ 𝑁1  

√𝑚∗ √𝑁2− 𝑁1
= 𝑅   

This means that for the same spectrum irrespective of the changes in technique parameters 

including ms, and mA, or other variations, the relative SNR remains the same. The dual energy 

acquisition with two independent thresholds will always have an advantage over single energy 

acquisition as indicated. 

 

3.5  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.5.1 LINEARITY  

 For checking linearity of the detector, two sets of measurements were carried out. Part of 

an artery/stenosis phantom from Nuclear Associates (76-700) was imaged (Figure 3.4) with all 

four modes of the Actaeon. The technique parameters were set at 70 kVp and the tube current was 

continuous (not pulsed) and a software acquisition sequence was used to capture 150 frames at 10 

fps. The tube current was varied from 1 - 4 mA in increments of 0.5 mA. For the second set with 

higher exposure for the same 70kVp, pulsed exposure was used with tube current being varied 

from 50 – 400 mA and the pulse duration was set at 10 ms. An RQA5 attenuator was in the beam 

and the exposure to the detector ranged from 13 µR/frame to 520 µR/frame, which corresponds to 
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exposures in radiography and fluoroscopy domains. The thresholds were set at 20 keV and 32 keV 

for both sets of acquisitions. The average of 150 frames was used to find the mean signal using 

ImageJ, to plot against exposure. Linear fits were made to the curves of mean signal vs exposure 

to find the slope and correlation coefficients (R).  

To check the linearity of modes in high flux domain (computed tomography) further tests were 

carried out. Flat Fields were acquired at 120 kVp, 12.5 ms, with a pulse fluoroscopy protocol from 

Toshiba Infinix Biplane system. The exposures ranged from 260 µR/frame to 2500 µR/frame for 

a variation in current from 10 mA to 100 mA.  Aluminum filters of 10 mm thickness was placed 

in the beam. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Optical photograph of the Artery-Stenosis phantom used for imaging. Imaged area is 

shown in black ROI 

Images were acquired in the dual energy acquisition mode with the thresholds at 20 and 60 keV. 

Counts per pixel per frame were plotted vs. exposure to find the linearity of various modes. 
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3.5.2  EFFECT OF PILEUP 

 ACC On mode is the only mode which has chance for pulse pileup due to its anti-charge 

correction capability. To study this further, true counts converted from exposure for the low 

exposure linearity measurements were plotted against measured counts and a non-paralyzable 

detector model was used to fit the data. The equation used was 

 𝑅𝑡 =  
𝑅0

1 −  𝑅0𝜏
 

where 𝑅𝑡 is true counts and 𝑅0 is observed counts. 

3.5.3  DARK FIELD COUNTS 

 To check for the thresholds above which the instrumentation noise became negligible, dark 

field measurements were carried out under three conditions. The first was using a software 

acquisition sequence (internal triggering of detector) with no source near the detector. The second 

acquisition was using a software acquisition with an X-Ray Source On and shielded to prevent 

exposure to the detector. The third acquisition was using a pulse duration acquisition (external 

triggering of detector) with an X-Ray Source On and the source shielded. For all three acquisition 

sequences, 250 frames were captured. The log dark field counts were plotted against threshold 

values in keV for an averaged frame. 

3.5.4 STANDARD LINEAR SYSTEMS METRICS 

 Spatial resolution capabilities will vary with various modes. Using a slanted edge(43), the 

MTF was measured for the various modes of the Actaeon. The exposure conditions were set at 70 

kVp, 160 mA, 10ms and with an RQA5 attenuator in the beam, for an exposure of 204 µR/frame. 

A total of 150 frames were captured at 10 fps and an averaged flat-field corrected frame was used 
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to measure the MTF of the detector. The thresholds were kept at 20 keV and 32 keV and the 

acquisition was carried out in dual energy mode. Weiner spectra were measured for the same 

exposure conditions; 400 frames were acquired at 10 fps with triggering in synchronization with 

X-ray pulses from Toshiba’s Infinix 8000 Biplane system under an Angio Protocol. Normalized 

Noise Power Spectrum was measured as suggested by Dobbins(65) et. al. Detective Quantum 

Efficiency (DQE) was found from the expression  

                                 𝐷𝑄𝐸(𝑢) =
𝑀𝑇𝐹2(𝑢)

𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑆∗ 𝜙 
 

where ϕ is the exposure per frame. 

3.6  RESULTS 

3.6.1  LINEARITY 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3.6 X-ray image of a section of the phantom with ACC On mode from Actaeon at 20 kev 

threshold. The artefactual line in the image stems from two separate rectangular ASIC modules 

within the detector. 
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Figure 3.7 The linearity for the Actaeon in various modes including High Sensitivity with Anti 

Coincidence On (ACC On), High Sensitivity with Anti Coincidence Off (ACC Off), High Flux 

(HF) and High Power (HP). Thresholds of 20 and 32 keV were used as indicated in the legend. 

 

As indicated above, at the 20 keV threshold, there is no substantial difference between any 

of the modes (upper four curves). However, at the 32 keV threshold the curve representing ACC 

On is significantly higher than all other modes. This translates to better charge tracking in physical 

reality hence better sensitivity. All the plots have correlation values greater than 0.9996 indicating 

a linear behavior and furthermore no evidence of pileup in any of the modes up to an exposure of 

520 µR/frame. The values of the slopes are as indicated in Table 3.1 below. 
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Table 3.1 Slopes for various modes at thresholds of 20 and 32 keV. Correlation values for all fits 

were greater than 0.9996 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

 

                                                               Figure 3.8 Linearity at 120 kVp 

 

All modes except ACC-On were linear at 120 kVp. The values above 2500 µR/frame were 

discarded for the linear fit as the detector was saturating. Pileup would not affect these three modes, 

because the detector saturates before such fluence rates are encountered. However, for the ACC-

On mode pile-up can be an issue even at these fluence rates due to the processing involved in anti-

charge sharing correction.  

Mode Slope (20 kev) Slope (32 keV) 

ACC On 1.36 1.15 

ACC Off 1.35 0.70 

High Flux 1.34 0.60 

High Power 1.28 0.70 
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                                     Table 3.2 Slopes and correlation value for linear fit 

3.6.2  PILEUP IN ACC-ON MODE 

                                              Figure 3.9 Pileup in the case of ACC-On mode  

 

Avoiding the saturation region and modelling data in the low exposure range below 1100 µR a 

linearity relation was developed between exposure and true counts. After this conversion, observed 

counts vs true counts were plotted and compared with the modelled data based on the linearity 

relation. 

Mode Slope at 20 keV R2 at 20 keV 

 ACC Off 2.2725 0.9997 

  HF 2.1941 0.9997 

 HP 2.1614 0.9998 
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                        Figure 3.10 Linearity relation developed for low exposures with ACC-On mode 

  Figure 3.11 Iterative minimization of sum of squares of residues for  pulse pile-up resolving time 

 

Minimum at 3.5 µs   
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Figure 3.12 Comparing experimental results and modelled data based on resolving time of 3.5 µs 

An approximate value of 𝜏 was found by fitting for a non-paralyzable detector model. Pile-

up time was calculated from the full range of data and linear least squares regression method was 

used. The minimum was found to be at 3.5 µs (Figure 3.11). Using this value of 𝜏 a plot of linearity 

was made theoretically and the data points exactly matched with the experimental results (Figure 

3.12). 

3.6.3  DARK FIELD COUNTS 

 For the dark noise measurement in Figure 3.13, thresholds at the lower energy were 

incremented by 1 keV up to 20 keV. For the range of thresholds from 20 to 70 keV, thresholds 

were incremented by 5 keV. For thresholds above 20 keV, there was negligible instrumentation 

noise with the software triggering and no source present nearby. As shown in Figure 3.12 for the 

other two acquisitions with the sources on and shielded, and with hardware/x-ray pulse triggering, 
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we do see an increase in log dark field counts; however, they are on the average less than 5 counts 

per frame and potentially due to leakage x-rays. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Figure 3.13 Log of dark field counts per frame vs energy threshold  

 

3.6.4  MTF, NNPS and DQE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Figure 3.14 MTF at 20 keV threshold for Actaeon with various acquisition modes  
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                                           Figure 3.15 MTF at 32 keV threshold for Actaeon 

 

At the lower threshold of 20 keV, there is no significant change in spatial resolution with the 

various modes (Figure 3.14). However, at 32 keV (Figure 3.15) we can see that there is no 

degradation in MTF with ACC On mode, whereas there is improvement in MTF for all other 

modes. As shown earlier in the linearity plot (Figure 3.7) at 32 keV, threshold ACC On does a 

better job in conservation of charges, but may be attributing signal to the pixel with the maximum 

energy of interaction, which may not necessarily be the preliminary site of interaction. Whereas, 

for all the other modes both primary and secondary pixels are avoided and only those pixels where 

the entire energy stays in the pixel, and above 32 keV are counted. Therefore, such modes exhibit 

no loss in resolution. 

The noise performance of all modes is shown in Figure 3.16 at the lower energy threshold of 20 

keV. The ACC On mode with charge conservation results in larger overall counts, which, with 

normalization of  the NPS, reduces the NNPS. However, at higher frequencies there is a crossing  
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                                 Figure 3.16 Normalized Noise Power Spectrum at 20 keV  

                                         

                                       Figure 3.17 Normalized Noise Power Spectrum at 32 keV 
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Figure 3.18 DQE at 20 keV threshold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Figure 3.19 DQE at 32 keV threshold 
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over between ACC On and Off modes. The 32 keV threshold demonstrates (Figure 3.17) that at 

higher threshold, noise is essentially white noise and is lower with the ACC On mode. 

For the 20 keV threshold the DQE(0) or Quantum Detection Efficiency for 0.75 mm CdTe is 

theoretically predicted to be 100%; however, the experimentally derived value was 72% for ACC 

On mode, which also is the highest among the modes. Anti-charge sharing circuitry may include 

separate pixel values below the threshold and attribute them to a single event newly counted, 

resulting in a net increased detection of events and increased DQE. At higher thresholds we see a 

degradation in performance for all modes with the least degradation occurring for the ACC On 

mode. As shown earlier, the degraded MTF and increased NNPS for all modes, results in degraded 

DQE. 

 

3.7  CONCLUSIONS 

The Actaeon photon counting detector shows linear behavior for all practical ranges of exposures 

in the radiography/fluoroscopy domain. There was no saturation or bending over from linearity 

implying negligible pulse pileup effect. The ACC On mode with charge sharing correction 

outperforms other modes in conserving charges at higher thresholds. However in the case of 

detector exposure ranges for transmission CT, ACC-On mode shows evidence of pulse pileup 

effect. The resolving time was found to be 3.5 µs in the ACC-On mode. For high resolution CdTe 

PCDs, as pixel size is reduced for improved spatial resolution, pulse pile-up will be less of a 

concern whereas the charge sharing correction will be increasingly important. For thresholds above 

20 keV, instrumentation noise was negligible with less than 1 count per whole frame on average. 

The spatial resolution capabilities of the detector were explored, indicating that the ACC On mode 

demonstrates poorer performance in comparison with the other modes. Noise correlation increases 
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with threshold for all modes but minimally for the ACC On mode. With the increased signal due 

to anti-charge sharing circuitry the ACC On mode outperforms other modes with regard to NNPS 

with resulting superiority in DQE. 
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     CHAPTER 4 

CALIBRATION OF ENERGY THRESHOLDS USING SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS 

AND IT’S APPLICATION IN DUAL ENERGY MATERIAL SEPARATION FOR 

ACTAEON PHOTON COUNTING DETECTOR 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In radiographic and fluroscopic imaging, as well as in CT imaging, materials having 

different elemental compositions can provide the same gray scale levels or CT numbers which 

leads to difficulty in classifying patient anatomy(66). For example, in an artery where there is 

calcififed plaque deposition if iodine is injected to create a mask image, it becomes hard to 

distinguish between iodine, plaque and neighbouring bony structures. This leads to issues in neuro 

EIGI procedures, where the margins of errors should be minimal. Image formation (either 

grayscale levels or Hounsfield Units) in medical x-ray imaging depends on the attenuation 

coefficients of materials; however, these are dependent on energy of the incident photons, mass 

density and material compositon.  In short the linear attenuation coeeficient µ(E), can be similar 

for multiple materials depending upon factors mentioned above. The core principle of dual energy 

material separation is to provide another set of attenuation maps at different energy spectrum so 

as to make the material classification easier.  

 Many methods have been explored so far including temporally sequential scans at dual 

energies, rapid kV switching for x-ray tubes, dual detectors banks and dual x-ray sources. Photon 

counting detectors would be the ideal solution for this issue as it allows multiples sets of image 

data in one acquisition which is devoid of motion blur, is easily available without specialized 

hardware and has relatively less overlap with x-ray speactra. Also the accurate energy thresholding 
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rejects electronic noise and PCDs also facilitates new imaging approaches such as k edge 

substraction(66). The algorithms for dual energy material separation was introduced by Alvarez and 

Mackovski in 1976(67, 68); however, development of PCDs have taken quite some time to put this 

into effective practice with PCDs. Previously a large FOV XCounter detector had been 

sycnhronized with a c-arm angiographic system by Ahmad et. al,(69) for dual energy applications. 

 

4.2  CALIBRATION OF THRESHOLDS 

 In this chapter we are exploring spectroscopic capabilites of Actaeon PCD. For any 

potential dual energy application the energy thresholding should be properly calibrated. As 

mentioned earlier, each pixel of this PCD has two scalers and two energy discriminators that enable 

counting without instrumentation noise of events above each threshold level; hence, a spectrum 

can be obtained by sequentially moving the thresholds of both discriminators. Since, Actaeon has 

four acquisition modes, icluding ACC-On which has a built anit-charge sharing correction, it is 

important to identify the mode which would be ideal for such dual energy application by measuring 

an x-ray/gamma spectra and comparing this with a theoretically predicted spectra. We also  explore 

a dual energy imaging scenario with aluminum and iodine to be discerned at two thresholds. 

 

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.3.1  SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS 

Spectrum measurements were carried out with two sources. The first source was a Toshiba 

Rotanode GRX T744GFS tube within an Infinix biplane system. The second one was a 5.6 µCi 

Am-241 rod from Eckert and Zeigler. For the x-ray spectrum measurements, we used two sets of 

x-ray generator parameters. Both acquisitions were done in dual energy (DE) mode with two 
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simultaneous thresholds operative and moved together to increasing energies yet with the energy 

separation constant. The first set was fixed at 70 kVp, 160 mA, 10 ms and 150 frames were 

acquired at 10 fps.  The thresholds were separated by 2 keV and moved from 20 keV to 70 kev for 

all four modes of Actaeon. An RQA5 attenuator was placed in the beam and the exposure at the 

detector was found to be 141 µR/frame. The second set of measurements were taken at 110 kVp, 

100mA, 10 ms at 5 keV intervals over a larger range from 20 keV to 110 keV. Again 150 frames 

were acquired in dual energy mode with pulse duration trigger. The detector exposure was found 

to be 800 µR/frame with an RQA5 attenuator in the beam. Differential counts were obtained to 

plot the spectrum. SpekCal(70, 71) was used to generate theoretical spectra for 70 kVp and 110 kVp 

and then compared with the measured spectra. For gamma ray spectroscopy with Am-241, 750 

frames were acquired at 10 fps. The energy intervals were varied in increments of 2 keV from 40 

to 70 keV in dual energy mode.     

4.3.2  DUAL ENERGY IMAGING MEASUREMENTS 

For dual energy imaging experiments, a 76-700 Digital Subtraction Angiography Phantom 

with iodine contrast arteries from Nuclear Associates was used. The artery used for imaging was 

4 mm thick and had a concentration of 6 mg iodine/cm2. The acrylic slab (2.5 cm thick) was placed 

on a Unistrut metal framing platform, on top of which a 3 mm thick aluminum slab was placed 

over half the field, followed by the Actaeon detector. Iodine and aluminum were used to simulate 

contrast media and bone attenuation in interventional procedures. The technique parameters were 

fixed at 120 kVp, 250 mA and 10 ms and 150 frames were acquired at 10 fps with pulse duration 

triggering for the Actaeon. A voltage of 120 kVp was chosen so that the spectrum would have 

sufficient separation in counts between the low and high energy windows. Dual Energy was used 

for imaging, with the lower energy threshold fixed at 20 keV. The higher energy threshold was 
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varied from 40 to 70 keV in increments of 5 keV. The stack of 150 images were flat field corrected 

to get images for processing. Two central pixel rows and two outer pixel rows were avoided to 

remove hot pixels from the merging of the two ASIC modules and darker pixels in the outer row, 

respectively. 

For processing images, the 20 keV image was subtracted from all higher energy acquisitions so as 

to remove any background noise. For example, if during an acquisition the lower energy window 

was fixed at 20 keV and higher at 70 keV, the subtracted energy window would represent 

information between 20 and 70 keV. This image would be termed as “Lower Energy Image” and 

the 70 keV acquisition would be termed “Higher Energy Image”. The Higher Energy Image would 

represent events between 70 and 120 keV. The grayscale values in the acrylic region of higher 

energy image were normalized to values in the same region as those for the lower energy image. 

After this step of background equalization, the images are weighted according to equation (4.1). 

Difference Image = ln (Image Lower) - w * ln (Image Higher)    (4.1) 

To find the ‘w’, the normalization factor for the difference image, an equivalent ROI was selected 

in logarithmic images, within a region of aluminum without iodine, and considered in both lower 

and higher energy images. The grayscale values/signal in the lower energy image and those in the 

higher energy image will be equalized after exponentiation because the effective attenuation of 

aluminum at the two thresholds are essentially made equal so that the aluminum should appear the 

same in both high and low energy images. The resulting modified low energy image was then 

divided by the higher energy image to get the final contrast image with the aluminum boundary 

minimized in contrast. 
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4.4 RESULTS 

4.4.1 SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 4.1. Comparison of x-ray spectra measured with various modes 

As indicated in figures 4.1 and 4.4 we can infer that High Sensitivity with Anti-Coincidence On 

appears to be working properly because it is supposed to attribute multiple events from 8 

neighboring pixels to the central pixel or the primary site of interaction. All the modes, excluding 

ACC On, count multiple events from the same central pixel separately which is evidenced by an 

increased amount of counts registered at the lower end of the spectrum where the thresholds are 

lower. The increase in overall counts at higher energies for ACC On mode is due to the proper 

allocation of events to the appropriate energy bin. For ACC On, the spectrum peaks around 58 keV 

as it should for these experimental conditions, as predicted by the simulations from SpekCal in 

figure 4.3. 
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                                         Figure 4.2 Spectrum from ACC On mode  

 

Figure 4.3 Spectrum generated by SpekCal for 70 kVp 
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                                       Figure 4.4 Spectra generated at 110 kVp by Actaeon  

 

Figure 4.5 Spectrum from ACC On mode at 110 kV 
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       Figure 4.5 Spectrum generated by SpekCal for 110 kVp 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the spectrum at 110 kVp. For the 110 kVp spectrum ACC On gives the spectrum 

most closely resembling the one generated with SpekCal as can be seen from Figure 4.5, where 

there is a more detailed spectrum for the ACC On mode. There are peaks in the 110 kVp spectrum 

for ACC On mode at 59, 71, 79, 89 and 97 keV.  The peaks are supposed to be at 59, 67 and 69 

keV from SpekCal. The change in locations in the peak could be due to characteristic emission of 

Cd and Te around 23 keV and possible non-linear thresholding for energy bins. 

The results for gamma ray spectroscopy with various modes are shown in Figure 4.7 for a 

range of 40 -70 keV. Using the information from Figure 4.75 above, % Energy resolution was 

calculated as (FWHP/E0) *100 where the Full Width at Half the Peak (FWHP) is divided by the 
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peak energy E0.  The Energy resolution for was thus found to be 12 keV or 20% for the 60 keV 

peak of Am-241for ACC On mode, which was the best for all the modes. 

                  Figure 4.7   Comparison of modes for gamma ray spectroscopy 

4.4.2  DUAL ENERGY MATERIAL SEPARATION 

 

 The various stages involved processing images and their results are shown in Figures 4.8-

through 4.10. The acquisition considered here was done in dual energy mode with low energy 

threshold at 20 keV and higher threshold at 70 keV, with the ACC-On mode. Images presented are 

displayed with varied levels and windows through ImageJ, to maintain comparable visual 

perception. The artefactual horizontal line appearing in the images is due to the construction of the 

detector which consists of two separate rectangular modules. 
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Figure 4.8 Left. Image acquired at 20 keV threshold having all counts with energy above 20 keV. 

Figure 4.8 Right. Image acquired at 70 keV threshold having counts with energy above 70 keV 

hence designated the Higher Energy Image.  

 

Figure 4.9 Left. Image after subtraction of 70 keV acquisition from 20 keV threshold hence 

represents events between the two thresholds (Lower Energy Image). The ROIs considered in the 
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Lower Energy Image for normalization of Higher Energy Image are marked in rectangular yellow 

boxes. Figure 4.9 Right. Image after normalization of signal in 70 keV image (Higher Energy 

Image) to the value in the acrylic region (ROI 1 in Figure 4.9 Left) in the 20-70 keV image (Lower 

Energy Image). 

 

Figure 4.10 Left. Higher Energy Image after equalization for attenuation in Aluminum region (ROI 

2 in Fig. 4.9 Left using the weighting factor in equation 1. Figure 4.10 Right. Result of dividing 

Lower Energy Image (Fig. 4.9 Left) by the final modified Higher Energy Image (Fig. 4.10 Left).  

After obtaining the final subtracted image, mean signal values were calculated for various 

ROIs as indicated in Figure 4.10 Left. Same ROIs were considered for the Lower Energy Image 

to find percent contrast. 
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 Lower  Energy 

Image 

Final Subtracted 

Image 

Region 

Considered 

% Contrast between 

iodinated artery and 

non-iodinated region 

 

% Contrast between 

iodinated artery and 

non-iodinated region 

Acrylic  5.6 5.3 

Acrylic + 

Aluminum 

6.1 6.8 

                                   Table 4.1 Percentage contrast values averaged over an ROI 

 In addition to these values contrast between acrylic and acrylic + aluminum region was found to 

be 18% for the Lower Energy Image and 4.1% in the final subtracted image. The resultant image 

after all processing decreases the contrast between the aluminum + acrylic and acrylic region 

because the division does suppress the background. Some of the features, vessel on the acrylic 

part, appear to be subdued owing to increased noise in the final subtracted image. The origin of 

the increased noise requires further investigation and may be due to instability in the detector.  

 

4.5 CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The spectroscopic abilities of the Actaeon were studied in detail. The spectrum from an 

Am-241 source was used to verify that the Actaeon was properly energy calibrated. The spectrum 

generated by ACC On mode for 70 kVp and 110 kVp was the closest available match for the 

theoretical spectrum generated by SpekCal. For dual energy applications, ACC On mode with 

charge sharing correction circuitry appears to be the best choice among various acquisition modes. 

Although initial results with dual energy imaging with the ACC On mode appear to enable single-

shot digital subtraction angiography, increased noise in low contrast regions remains problematic. 
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CHAPTER 5 

APPLICATIONS OF HIGH FRAME RATE IMAGING CAPABILITY OF ACTAEON 

PHOTON COUNTING DETECTOR - RAPID CONE BEAM COMPUTED 

TOMOGRAPHY (rCBCT) 

 

5.1  INTRODUCTION 

The bottleneck for creating high temporal resolution x-ray detector systems so far had been 

due to hardware limitations; inlcuding x-ray tubes and detector acquisition rates. Due to the heating 

limitations on x-ray tube assembly, typical pulsed angiographic systems can go upto to 15 pulses/s, 

each of pulse width around 30-40 ms. For top of the shelf high resolution detectors the CMOS-

ASIC had limited buffer capacity to store and readout images which made the upper limit for image 

acquisition at 30 – 60 fps. With Actaeon’s 1000 fps imaging capability and by circumventing the 

issue of pulse width with continuos fluoroscopy mode or by using a long radiographic shot, there 

are lot of potential imaging applications.  

 During neurovascular and cardiovascular interventions, motion and device blur can lead to 

improper deployment of stents and other endovascular devices. Also if we were to image vascular 

flow rates, which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter, we would need high temporal 

resolution. Conventional CT scanners can revolve around the patient at speeds of 3 or 4 rev/s and 

interventional CBCT units can have gantry revolution speeds of 60 degress/sec. If the current state 

of the art high resolution detectors were used in these systems, gantry rotation-induced blur could 

be a significant issue(40, 72). The projection images acquired under such situations would be blurry 

and lead to improper reconstruction. Even patient motion blur could possibly be mitigated with 

such high frame imaging capability.  
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5.2   PURPOSE 

 Three sets of experiments are described in this chapter. The first experiment was performed 

as a feasibility check and demonstration of the high frame rate imaging capability of Actaeon. The 

second set of experiments were carried out to find the extent of blur associated with gantry rotation 

speed encountered in typical mutli slice CT systems using stepper motors and copper wires, when 

used in conjuction with high resolution detectors. In the third set of experiements a rapid cone 

beam CT procedure is carried out using custom made phanttom at speeds comparable to that of 

current Multi Detector Computed Tomography (MDCT) systems. 

 

5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.3.1  DEMONSTRATION OF HIGH FRAME RATE IMAGING CAPABILITY 

 A rotating motor within the NEMA Cardiology Phantom (Model 07-680 Fluke Biomedical, 

OH) was used to rotate two wires of varying thickness (400 and 500 µm thick). Rotational speed 

was 0.5 rev/s, which corresponds to a linear velocity of 3 cm/s at a distance of 1 cm from the 

center. Actaeon was mounted on the top rack of a Unistrut platform and provided with lead 

shielding. On the second rack the rotating motor unit was placed and an x-ray source within a 

Canon-Toshiba Infinix Biplane system was used.  For the first set of experiments using a DA 

protocol we could have very short pulse duration but only for lower frame rates. Here we kept the 

technique parameters 120 kVp, 500 mA, 5 exposures/s, the Actaeon was triggered externally in 

synchronization with the x-ray source and the pulse width was changed from 1 ms to 25 ms. The 

imaging mode used was High Sensitivity with Anti Coincidence On, having an anti charge sharing 

correction. 42 mm of Aluminum filtration was added to the beam. The blur associated with x-ray 

pulse were measured using ImageJ at identical locations.  
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Figure 5.1 Left: Rotating motor unit within the NEMA Cardiology Phantom (Model 07-680, Fluke 

Biomedical, OH) and wires attached on to the shaft by means of  a scotch tape. The angular velocity 

of the rotating shaft is 180 degrees/sec. Figure 5.2 Right: The imaging chain used for data 

acquisition 

 

In the second set of measurements we were able to have higher frame rates but limited 

exposure times because a continuous “on” fluoro protocol was used at 4 mA and 120 kVp. The 

Actaeon was triggered internally with software and the frame rates for detector acquisition were 

varied from 5 fps to 250 fps. Again dual energy acquisition was used with the thresholds set at 20 

and 60 keV with the imaging mode being High Sensitivity with Anti Coincidence On. The motion 

blur associated with rotation and temporal resolution of the detector were investigated after 

comparing to the stationary case.  

 

 

 

Actaeon 

NEMA 

Phantom 
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5.3.2 DEPENDENCE OF BLUR ON REVOLUTION SPEEDS 

To characterize the extent of blur associated with revolution speed of the gantry and the frame rate 

required to mitigate it, an experiment was performed using a stepper motor and copper wires. 

Copper wires of 2 mm thickness were mounted onto a disk attached to the shaft of a stepper motor 

(M111-FD12, SLO-SYN DC Stepping Motor, Superior Electric, Bristol, CT). Using pulses from 

a waveform generator (TeleDyne LeCroy, Wave Station 2012), the stepper motor was triggered in 

half-step mode and revolving speeds were varied from 0.6 to 5 revs/s corresponding to a linear 

velocity of 30 to 235 cm/s at a distance of 7 cm from the center of rotation. The Actaeon was 

mounted on to the top rack of a Unistrut platform and the stepper motor with wires was placed on 

the second rack with the magnification of 1.05 X at the detector surface. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Left: The experimental setup including the Unistrut platform, Actaeon detector and 

stepper motor (in blue below) is shown. Figure 5.2 Right: The copper wires of 2 mm thickness 

attached to the Superior Electric stepper motor 

A continuous ON fluoro protocol with 80 kVp, 4 mA was used throughout this experiment. 

Actaeon was triggered internally and acquisition frame rates were varied from 10-1000 fps and the 
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threshold set at 20 keV. Full Width at Half Maxima (FWHM) of profiles of the wire images were 

drawn at identical pixel locations and measured. The extent of blur associated with frame rates 

were then plotted. To check for the loss in contrast with speed, contrast was measured within a 

region of interest and plotted against frame rates.   

 

5.3.3 RAPID CBCT 

 Instead of rotating the gantry for CBCT, a phantom was rotated using a stepper motor at 

speeds comparable to that of MDCT systems. This phantom was made in house, with a plastic 

hollow cylinder (2 cm in diameter) and was machined to 10 cm length. An aneurysm model was 

3D printed using an Object Polyjet 3D printer, Model 260V (Objet-Stratasys Inc, Eden Prairie, 

MN) and Connex 3 multi-material ink. A pipeline stent was deployed across the neck of this 3D 

printed aneurysm and the phantom was inserted into the plastic cylinder. Ultrasound coupling gel 

filled the tube, so as to provide a viscous medium and to prevent motion of the phantom in the 

cylinder during rotation.  The custom made phantom was then mounted onto a stepper motor 

(M063-FD09, SLO-SYN DC Stepping Motor, Superior Electric, Bristol, CT) using a shaft coupler. 

The stepper motor was used in full step mode and pulses from a signal generator were used to 

trigger the motor and set to varying speeds ranging from 0.25 rev/s to 5 rev/s. The stepper motor 

with the phantom was then horizontally placed on the bottom rack of a Unistrut platform and the 

Actaeon was mounted on the top rack with a magnification of 1.1X at the detector surface. 

 A radiographic technique on the Canon-Toshiba Surginix SXT-2000A Mobile C-Arm X-

ray system was set at 70 kVp, 100 mA, 3 s and added filtration of 2.55 mm of Al. Because of the 

memory buffer limit of 1200 frames in the Actaeon, images were acquired at 1000 fps for the total 

of 1200 images making sure the acquisition series was within the 3 s exposure interval of the 
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Surginix source with the use of internal (software) triggering. The frame rate corresponds to a 

detector frame duration of 1 ms. The exposure per frame to the detector at 1.1X magnification was 

found to be 400 µR/frame under these conditions. With the stepper motor being set to a frequency 

of 1600 Hz in half-step mode, multiple sequences of 250 projections were acquired for each 360 

degree in under 0.25s. The projections were flat field corrected in the manufacturer-provided 

image acquisition software. 

Figure 5.3 Left: Actaeon detector, the custom phantom with a shaft coupler attached to stepper 

motor in horizontal position is shown. Figure 5.3 Right: A 3D printed phantom with a pipeline 

stent deployed and suspended in ultrasound gel. 

 

Before image reconstruction could be carried out, projection data first needed a center of 

rotation for the stent projections, as well as for some individual frames of reduced image intensity 

due to the occasional miss-function of the detector at these high frame rates. The center of rotation 

correction process was done by minimizing the difference between anti-posed (180° apart) 
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projections following a horizontal flip of the anti-posed projections. To minimize the difference, 

projection data are both shifted by an amount of pixels as well as rotated. This specific acquisition 

necessitated a shift of 20 pixels as well as a rotation of 2.5°. The background normalization process 

was carried out with a simple scaling of the pixel values such that the mean value in the image 

background of affected projections is equivalent to the mean value of the background of the rest 

of the projections. These corrections were carried out using various Python scripts. 

Corrected stent projection image data were then input to a GPU-accelerated FDK 

volumetric reconstruction algorithm. The specific algorithm was written using the Astra 

Toolbox(73-75) Python module. High-pass filter utilized was the Shepp-Logan filter, as well as a 

reconstructed voxel size of 100 μm. The reconstruction process was rapid, taking 6.7 seconds to 

compute 256 axial slices of 256 x 256 sized reconstructed images. A non-negativity constraint was 

applied to the axial slices, replacing negative values with a value of zero. Following the 

reconstruction process, simple intensity thresholding as well as a median filter considering the 

nearest pixel neighbor was applied on the image data to remove spurious image data from the 

reconstruction. Axial slices were then stacked and rendered using a tri-cubic sharp interpolation 

algorithm to create a volume of the stent. 
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5.4  RESULTS 

5.4.1 DEMONSTRATION OF HIGH FRAME RATE IMAGING CAPABILITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 A. The stationary image (motor switched off) is shown here with pulsed fluoroscopy, 

external triggering of Actaeon at 5fps. Figure 5.4 B. Image taken with pulse width of 10 ms. Figure 

5.4 C. Image taken with pulse width of 25 ms. In both cases (B and C) motor is rotating   

Table 5.1 Dependence of blur on pulse width 

                  Width of wire in pixels (Mag 1.3X) 

Wire diameter Stationary 

 Wire 

10 ms pulse width 25 ms pulse width 

400 µm 6 8 12 

500 µm 7 9 14 

A B 

C 
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As indicated in the tables the geometric magnification for the pulse width experiment was 

1.3X and all measurements for the width of the wire segment were carried at a distance of 1 cm 

from the center of rotating shaft. This corresponds to a linear velocity of 3 cm/s. Even at such 

distances using swapping from a low pulse width to high pulse width technique parameter can 

significantly increase the blur. In this experiment, blur amounted to 100%. As indicated in the next 

set of figures (Figure 5.6-5.8) for a magnification of 1.65X again blur was significant. Tuning the 

detector acquisition frame rate can be treated on equal footing as changing the pulse width for 

image acquisition. Images of the rotating wires shown corresponds to pulse widths of 10 ms and 

40 ms and increasing the frame rate or decreasing the detector acquisition pulse width mitigates 

motion blur.                                

Figure 5.5 The complete extent of blur associated with varying pulse width 
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Figure 5.6 A.  Acquired image with stationary motor, continuous fluoroscopy mode and internal 

triggering of Actaeon. Figure 5.6 B. Rotating wires captured at 25fps (40 ms) while the motor is 

rotating.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Rotating wires captured at 100 fps (10 ms) while the motor is rotating  

A B 
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Figure 5.8 The complete extent of blur associated with varying detector frame rate 

             Table 5.2  Detector acquisition frame rate variation and its effect on wire width 

                  Width of wire in pixels (Mag 1.65X) 

Wire diameter Stationary 

Wire 

25 fps (40 ms) 100 fps (10 ms) 

400 µm 7 14 9 

500 µm 8 15 10 
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5.4.2 DEPENDENCE OF BLUR ON REVOLUTION SPEEDS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 A: An image of a copper wire 2 mm in diameter when the stepper motor is 

stationary.Figure 5.9 B: The same wire with the stepper motor at 4 rev/s and an Actaeon acquisition 

rate of 100 fps. Figure 5.9 C: Image acquired at 200 fps 5.9D: Image acquired at 400fps 

 

Image acquisitions with frame rates ≤60 fps yielded images in which blur of the copper 

wires extended beyond the field of view of the Actaeon (2.54 cm). This amounts to blur which is 

A B 

C D 
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10 times the true width of the copper wires. As shown below in successive frames, with increasing 

frame rates we were able to capture the true dimensions of the copper wire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 A: Image acquired at 800 fps. 5.10 B: Image acquired at 1000 fps. Stepper motor was 

at 4 rev/s for both the cases. 

 

The stepper motor frequency was also varied from 0.25 rev/s to 5 rev/s which corresponds to a 

linear velocity of 30 cm/s to 235 cm/s. At lower speeds such as 30 cm/s we are able to retrieve the 

true dimensions of the copper wire at 200 fps. However, with increasing speeds such as 235 cm/s 

we require 550 fps to regain the static width, as shown in Figure 6. With increasing speeds, we 

also tend to lose the contrast and again require higher frame rates to regain the original contrast. 

This is shown in Figure 7. Compared to width, contrast requires even higher frame rates to regain 

the original contrast. In the case of 94 cm/s, static width can be regained at 300 fps whereas static 

contrast can be regained only at 600 fps. The reduced precision indicated by the somewhat waving 

nature of the contrast curves especially at higher speeds stems from increased blur and higher 

quantum mottle for the higher frame rate acquisition. 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of the extent of blur with increasing speed of wire movement and the 

effect of frame rate in minimizing blur is shown here.                                

Figure 5.12 Contrast reduction with increasing wire speed and the gain in lost contrast with higher  
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frame rates is depicted in this graph. 

 

5.4.3 RAPID CBCT 

 Projection images taken for the custom built phantom with the experimenal setup is shown 

in images below.  

Figure 5.13 Left: Projection images for the 3D printed phantom with a pipeline stent deployed.  

5.13 Right: Corrected projection after implementation of histogram equalization and off axis 

rotation equalization 
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Figure 5.14 Left: Maximum intensity projection (MPI) rendering of the imaged stent. Figure 5.14 

Right: A second MIP view showing location of slices depicted in Figure 5.15 (shown in solid and 

dashed white lines)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Left: The distorted individual struts of the improperly deployed pipeline stent of the 

top slice indicated by the dashed white line in figure 5.14 Right. Figure 5.15 Right: The struts in 

the slice indicated by the solid white line in figure 5.14 Right. 

 

5.5  CONCLUSIONS 

For the first set of experiements conducted for demonstration of high frame imaging capability of 

Actaeon, the linear velocity at the location of width measurement would amount close to 3 cm/s, 

whereas flow rates in blood vessels are in the comparable range (around 10 cm/s). In 

cardiovascular imaging and other scenarios organs are moving, the high frame rate imaging 

capability can be used to mitigate device and involuntary organ blur. The application of the high 

temporal resolution of the Actaeon PCD to CBCT was explored. Gantry rotational motion induced 

blur associated with high resolution detectors when used in CBCT could be mitigated with the 

Solid Line 
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ultra-high frame rate imaging capability of the Actaeon. CBCT was performed at 1000 fps on a 

custom built phantom consisting of a 3D printed vascular model with a pipeline stent deployed. 

We were able to successfully acquire projection data of the stent and reconstruct it. This process 

was carried out at both a high temporal and high spatial resolution, to provide clear visualization 

of the detail of the scanned object. 
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CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATIONS OF HIGH FRAME RATE IMAGING CAPABILITY OF ACTAEON 

PHOTON COUNTING DETECTOR – RAPID SEQUENCE ANGIOGRAPHY (RSA) 

 

6.1  INTRODUCTION 

Temporal resolution is useful in evaluation of flow in vascular pathology or the efficacy 

of a treatment with an endovascular device. Vascular flow rates in human anatomy could be in 

the order of 10’s of cm/s. Usually ultrasound is used for measuring these rates, however huge 

error margins, availability and applicability of contrast media like microbubbles and locations 

where ultrasound probes could be placed to produce useful images limit their functionality(76, 77). 

For neuro imaging where there is skull overlying the brain, ultrasound may not be the best 

choice. The other methods employed to calculate flow rates and to predict the structural integrity 

of arteries which may result in rupture of aneurysm, is computational fluid dynamics. Often CFD 

simulations rely on patient anatomy from CT scans to generate a mesh for solving non-linear 

partial differential equations(78-80). Patient motion blur may result in inaccurate CT data and 

sensitive dependence on initial conditions for numerical solutions of differential equations results 

in inaccurate solutions. The computational time required to solve these modified Navier Stokes 

equations are also a concern. For experimental validation, particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) 

and phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) are the two popular methods. Even 

though PC-MRI scans can be accelerated using pulse sequence with increased temporal 

resolution, it lacks spatial resolution in voxel sizes. PIV can never be clinically implemented 

owing to the reflection of visible light against patient anatomy. Under these circumstances, it is 
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better to have real time x-ray imaging capability at high temporal and spatial resolution to 

validate these CFD simulations and for practical applications in clinics.  

Shatsky et.al,(81) have performed high speed angiography to study impact head injuries in 

anesthetized rhesus monkeys at 1000 frames/sec previosuly. There also have been studies for 

noninvasive fluid flow measurements(82) and in-situ investigation of dynamic events such as car 

crash and ballistics using high speed CT using high speed x-ray systems(83).   

In the case of patients with vascular disorders such as aneurysms, arteriovenous 

malformations or stenotic vessels with some experiencing stroke, not only flow rates but also 

flow patterns can be impacted. Actaeon with its 100 µm spatial resolution and 1 ms temporal 

resolution would be an ideal candidate for such studies. Using Actaeon PCD we are studying 

flow patters in a 3D printed patient specific aneurysm phantom.  

 

6.2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A 3D printed aneurysm phantom with flow rates and wall pressure typical to that in humans 

was used to simulate vascular conditions for evaluation of the x-ray detector(84). The aneurysm 

model was 3D printed in house using an Object Polyjet 3D printer, Model 260V (Objet-Stratasys 

Inc, Eden Prairie, MN) and Connex 3 multi-material ink. This phantom was then taped on to a 

platform with provision for flow in and out. The tubes were then connected to a pulsatile pump 

(Easy Jet II, Cole Parmer Inc, Vernon Hills, IL) and set to simulate the flow and wall pressure 

typical for humans. This setup was placed on the bottom rack of a Unistrut platform and the 

Actaeon PCD was placed on the top rack with a geometric magnification of 1.1X at the detector 

surface. 
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 Figure 6.1 Left: Picture of the patient specific 3D printed phantom used in this study. Figure 6.1 

Right: The unistrut platform with Actaeon and 3D printed phantom on second struts         

After collimating x-rays to the field of view of the Actaeon, a radiographic protocol from 

a Canon-Toshiba Surginix SXT 2000A Mobile C-Arm system was used. The technique parameters 

were set at 70 kVp, 100 mA, 3s with an added filtration of 2.55 mm Al. The exposure at the 

detector surface per frame for 1000 fps was 470 µR/frame. The Actaeon imaging mode was “high 

sensitivity” with anti-coincidence turned on, which mode has a built in anti-charge sharing 

correction. The thresholds were fixed at 20 and 34 keV such that the first threshold was above the 

instrumentation noise and the second one was above the K absorption edge of iodine contrast used 

in the study. 

Once the “blood” in the flow loop was set into motion, various delivery catheters were inserted 

into the vessel through an introducer, with the nozzle of the catheter being placed at three locations 

proximal to the aneurysm model. The delivery catheters used were Neuron Model 6F 070 

(Penumbra Inc., Alameda, CA), Envoy XB 6F MPC (Codman Neuro Inc., New Brunswick, NJ), 

Siteseer Cardiac 6F A-2 (Medtronic Inc., Fridley, MN) and Chaperon 6F inner catheter 

(Microvention Terumo Inc., Aliso Viejo, CA). All of the delivery catheters had multi-purpose 

angled nozzles. Iodine contrast (Omnipaque, 350 mgI/mL, GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL) was 

Phantom 

Actaeon 
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injected through the delivery catheter with gas bubbles introduced for some runs using an auto 

injector (Medrad PPD11060507, Medrad Inc., Warrendale, PA). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Left: Cole Parmer Easy Jest II pulsatile pump, MEDRAD Auto injector and flow loop 

used in the experiment. Figure 6.2 Right: The entire imaging chain including flow loop and 

imaging system  

Flow was monitored at 1000 fps and 1200 images were acquired for every run. For a 

consistent volume of 10 ml, injection rates were varied from 10 ml/s to 30 ml/s. Radiographic 

exposures and contrast injections were triggered at three different delay settings so as to get the 

leading edge, vortex formation and trailing end of the flow. For quantitative measurements 

including velocity of the flow at various stages, two sequential images were selected. The location 

of a moving contrast wavefront was measured by number of pixels using ImageJ and the same 

wavefront was tracked and the position recorded in pixels in the subsequent image. The Euclidean 

distance was measured using distance formula and the temporal resolution was 1 ms; the velocity 

can be calculated at various locations of the contrast wavefront using the formula given below. 

                                                  𝑣 =
√(𝑋𝑓−𝑋𝑖)

2
+(𝑌𝑓−𝑌𝑖)2

1 ms
  * 100 µm 
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             Figure 6.3 Various catheters used in the study and mentioned above in description 

Alternate measurement of velocity was achieved using a temporally subtracted sequence. A 

collection of moving dark pixels corresponds to a contrast wavefront and measuring the width 

across in pixels can be translated to velocity. 

6.3 RESULTS 

Figure 6.4 shows an example in which contrast was ejected into the vessel with air to produce 

bubbles that could be tracked to observe the path of contrast flow and to measure velocities. By 

tracking the change in position of the center of a bubble, such as the one highlighted it was found 

that the average blood velocity was 27 cm/s in the model phantom. To compare the detail visible 

in figure 6.4 with more conventional angiograms, the latter images were simulated from the same 

sequence by integrating over 12 consecutive frames to simulate a pulse width of 12 ms (figure 6.5 

A) and also a continuous fluoroscopy acquisition using 30 fps imaging (figure 6.5 B). In both 

images in figure 6.5, the bubbles that were used to measure blood velocity in the artery are 

substantially blurred. 
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Figure 6.4: 12 ms exposure duration sequence with 12 frames of 1 ms per frame at 1000 fps acquired 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

10 11 12 

Flow 
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 with Actaeon. Images progress from left to right and top to bottom. Movement of circled bubble can be 

tracked. 

  
Figure 6.5 A: Simulated 12 ms image (from the figure 1 sequence combined) showing one image 

typically obtainable with a conventional angiographic system. 6.5 B: Simulated 33 ms image that 

might be obtainable with a current detector with 30 fps imaging capability such as that obtained with 

continuous fluoro.   

 

   
Figure 6.6 Frames showing iodine flow patterns in a vessel with an aneurysm. Images were 

acquired with 1 ms exposure times. Contrast media injection shows vortices developing in the 

aneurysm. Images shown are temporally spaced 7 ms apart from left to right.` 

A B 
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Figure 6.7 Frames showing changes in iodine flow patterns in a vessel when a stent is 

deployed in the vessel shown in Figure 3. Images were acquired with 1 ms exposure times. 

Contrast flow into the aneurysm is more diffuse through the stent. Images shown are 

temporally spaced 7 ms apart from left to right. 

 

Another set of high speed sequences comparing iodine contrast injections were taken of 

an aneurysm phantom before and after a flow diverter stent was used. In the selected 

individual images from the high-speed sequences, figures 6.6 and 6.7 demonstrate the ability 

to visualize the changes in flow patterns in a model through use of these high-speed image 

acquisitions. Figure 6.6 shows the development of contrast vortices in the aneurysm sac 

when no flow-diverter is present in the model. Figure 6.7 shows the disruption of the vortex 

due to the placement of a pipeline flow-diverting stent across the neck of the aneurysm. 

 

6.4    DISCUSSION 

As seen in the series of high-speed image acquisitions with reduced detector exposure 

durations, more flow details are visible. In the case of Figure 1 we can see gas bubbles within 

iodine contrast media that completely fills the vessel. The gas bubbles can show the detailed 
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flow pattern as they move across the field of view. Flow rates or velocities can be calculated 

with these bubbles as markers, knowing the time separation, in this case a high temporal 

resolution of 1 ms. The vertical line in the center of the images due to the modular design of 

the Actaeon can be used as a reference marker when following an individual bubble. In this 

sequence of flow shown in Figure 6.4, the average blood velocity was estimated to be 27 

cm/s.  

For the second set of conditions, the contrast media was just beginning to enter the 

vessel phantom so that individual streams could be followed prior to the complete filling of 

the vessel phantom. Under the different conditions of no stent compared to with a stent, the 

effect on detailed flow visualization was to provide a blurred hence degraded image when 

conventional angiographic settings were simulated. When 1000 fps acquisition was used, 

the detailed flow patterns including the effect on the vortex patterns when a stent was 

deployed became clearly visualized.  

 

6.5     CONCLUSIONS 

The Actaeon with its high temporal resolution was used to monitor vascular flow patterns 

and rates. Using a realistic 3D printed phantom derived from a CT scan of an actual patient, 

the unique rapid imaging features of the Actaeon PCD were demonstrated. The images 

acquired revealed varied flow patterns and fluid dynamics previously unseen. The method 

of recording ultra-high speed imaging sequences for detailed vascular flow may provide a 

new tool for clinicians to use during diagnosis and actual patient treatment procedures as 

well as enable unique measurements previously unavailable. For instance, experimental runs 
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with 3D printed patient specific phantoms with flow diverting devices could be used to check 

the efficacy of such a treatment and help in choosing the best possible devices or routes for 

treatment. This new capability has the potential to have a major positive impact on patient 

treatment and outcomes. 
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CHAPTER 7 

   SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

 

7.1 SUMMARY 

 High resolution imaging during EIGIs is crucial to success of such minimally invasive 

surgical procedures and stroke treatment. Conventional imaging using IIX and FPDs are 

inadequate in this context. With this view in mind, our lab at CSVRC have successfully 

implemented a series of MAF and HRF detectors with pixel sizes in the range of 50 µm and 

resulted in a commercially available product.  

 AAP design based detectors can be used as a performance optimization method for such 

high resolution detectors. They provide the high resolution needed for interventional needs with 

reduced signal and noise aliasing as compared to conventional image processing methods. The 

unique advantage of being implemented through hardware rather than an image processing 

technique allows these detectors with AAP design to be used as a combined detector in high 

resolution small FOV mode and a large FOV FPD.  

 Photon counting technology has been making huge strides in medical x-ray imaging 

applications. Actaeon PCD from XCounter AB, Sweden has been evaluated for its performance in 

radiographic, fluroscopic and CT modalities. Linearity, pulse pileup, instrumentation noise and 

standard metrics such as MTF, NNPS and DQE were evaluated for all four of its modes including 

ACC-On which has a built in anti-charge sharing correction. ACC-On mode proved out to be the 

most efficient mode among the four. 

 Energy calibration of thresholds needed to be verified for potential dual energy applications 

including material separation. By using two spectrum one from an x-ray tube with an interventional 
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unit and the other one being a radioactive Am 241source, it was inferred that the detector was 

properly calibrated and ACC-On would be the ideal candidate for any dual energy application. By 

simulating attenuation encountered in typical clinical cases, dual energy material separation was 

carried out and the results were consistent, however not promising.  

 High temporal resolution aspects of Acateon were explored. Acateon’s 1000 fps imaging 

or 1 ms temporal resolution was successfully demonstrated to resolve objects moving at high 

velocities. This performance of the detector was leveraged to acquire rapid CBCT projections at 

high spatial and temporal resolution and successfully reconstructed without any motion related 

artifacts.  

 RSA  is another application of high temporal resolution aspect of Actaeon. Using a 3D 

printed aneurysm phantom flow patterns and modifications to these flow patterns were monitored 

at 1000 fps with and without endovascular devices. Quantitative features such as velocity 

distributions can also be extracted from such data at 1000 fps, and aid in diagnosis and treatment 

of stroke. 

 

7.2 FUTURE WORK  

 There is going to be a consistent demand for high resolution x-ray detectors in 

interventional domain and this will better the patient outcomes.  

Performance optimization methods such as AAP design could be implemented in real time 

using GPUs, thereby mimizing the manufacturing cost of 2 in 1 single panel detectors.   

Even though the intrinsic efficiency of CdTe layers used in a typical PCD is close to unity, 

the detectors aren’t efficient enough. Having better pulse shaping electronics and ability to operate 

at higher fluence rates with sensitivity would be important for detectors in the CT domain. Charge 
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sharing is going to be significant with increasing resolution and the anit-charge sharing ciruitry 

needs to be fast enough to handle large pulse rates. Material separation can be implemented easily 

with multiple energy bins rather than two bins/thresholds. Having multiple spectral information 

would be benefical as the spectral separation and noise features would be optimal in that case. 

Rapid CBCT is a commercially viable option and can be easily integrated into 

interventional units with high resolution detectors. The effect of using various statistical interative 

and statistical algebraic reconstruction techniques could help minizing dose for patients. RSA can 

be implemented with a large field of view detector and multiple 3D printed phantoms to create 

velocity maps of common aneurysm and AVMs. The efficacy of implementing treatment models, 

specific to flow modifying devices can be documented and compared with CFD simulations. High 

temporal resolution can be implemented in any detector depending upon the needs and the tradeoff 

between benefits and patient dose needs to studied in detail.  
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